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Why Should the People of No. 
Franklin Contribute to the 
Construction of the Sandy 
River Railroad?
The answers are so numerous one 
can hardly find language to enumerate 
them. First, we would say it has ot 
late been discovered that steam-power 
is much more profitable than hand ov 
horse-power. In many cases even 
where the labor o f one horse or one 
man is only required, steam can be 
applied with equal praticability as 
with the gigantic steam-ship or loco- 
comotive ; and that small locomotives, 
narrow gauge railroads, with light 
equipment, can be constructed and put 
into operation at so small expense that 
at this age o f railroad enterprise, even 
small towns and villages cannot afford 
to go without them. N o instance is 
on record where a railroad has been 
built with a capacity only sufficent to do 
the business for the locality in which 
it was constructed (providing there 
was sufficient business to require any 
kind o f  a railroad) but what has paid 
the original stock-holder a liberal divi­
dend on his stock. W e once heard a 
practical superintendent o f  one ot our 
Maine railroads say, “ Dad all the 
railroads in Maine been built narrow 
gauge, no man would have ever lost a 
dollar on the stock,”  or “ that every 
dollar’s worth o f stock would at least 
be at par” . There is not a shadow of 
a doubt that the stock in the Sandy 
River Narrow Gauge Railroad, from 
Farmington to Phillips, will pay on 
the original stock at least six per cent, 
as is shown by actual facts and figures 
(and open for inspection or criticism) 
in the article on the progress o f this 
enterprise, by Mr. Mansfield.
W HY THE VILLAGES SHOULD CONTRIB­
UTE LIBERALLY TO THIS ROAD:
First— because they are running no 
risk o f loss on their capital; and 
second— it will enhance all their values, 
create a market for the now unoccu­
pied lots ; bring men aud money into 
their midst. Manufacturing will be 
started, thereby giving employment to 
the laborer, business for the hotels and 
boarding-houses. Even the washerwo­
man will receive a benefit, and the 
long over-done business*of all kinds in 
our villages will not suffer for want of 
patronage. Men and w om en ! can 
you see it ? I f  so, put shoulder to the 
wheel. N ow is your time. A  little 
from every one is sure to bring the 
* whistle o f the locomotive up the Sandy 
River Valley.
W HY THE FARMERS SHOULD CONTRIBUTE.
O f all classes none will be so much 
benefited by the railroad as the far­
mer. Nearly all he buys will come 
less to him, while all he produces for 
the market will bring him more. Be­
sides it will create a market for many 
products o f his farm, and timber which 
without a railrod is nearly worthless.
Oh, men ! consider the thousands 
o f cords of white birch, white ash, and 
poplar, scattered over our hills and 
through our valleys, nearly worthless 
to-day. But with a railroad to Phil­
lips and the necessary machinery in 
operation to work up this lumber, 
which is sure to come as soon as the 
certainty of the railroad is established, 
will make every cord of it worth at 
least $1.00 ou the stump or $2.50 to 
$4 .00 at the mill. Farmers, consider 
what is for your interest and act ac­
cordingly. Now is the time. I f  you 
lose this chance for a railroad, it will 
be a long day before a railroad will 
be built up the Sandy River Valley.
W HY SHOULD MADRID LIFT?
Madrid has immense water power 
lying idle, for want o f  better facili­
ties for transportation. Her soil is 
productive, and lumber o f  all kinds 
abundant. Immense quantities of 
spruce and cedar are found in some 
parts o f the town, while white birch
and poplar are very abundant, and so 
situated that it can be taken to the mill 
at a light expense. The lumber is 
standing and the water running over 
the slippery rocks to waste, only for 
want o f  a railroad. Madrid is also a 
very romantic town bordering as it 
does upon Mts. Abraham and Saddle­
back, some o f  the highest mountains 
in Maine, from which flows some of 
the finest trout brooks in the country. 
Taking it all together few towns in 
North Franklin offer superior induce­
ments to summer boarders than Mad­
rid. Let the railroad come to Phil­
lips, and Madrid will soon become a 
famous summer resort.
h o w  a b o u t  r a n g e l e y ?
N o place in Maine offers more natu­
ral aud greater inducements to sum­
mer travel thau Rangeley. It has al­
ready become noted far and near and is 
acknowleged by every oue to be the 
place o f all others in this country in 
which to build up a summer resort 
unsurpassed in Maine. A ll that hinders 
is the long and tedious stage ride from 
Farmington, a distance o f nearly 40 
miles. With a railroad to Phillips, 
who can doubt but that the travel to 
the lakes will increase four-fold iufca 
very short time?
Every one knows at the present 
time the travel is divided ; that a part 
goes by the way o f Upton and 
U m bagog; a part goes by way o f An­
dover, aud now a road is being built 
from Byron to Bcmis Stream, mak­
ing four distinct routs to the lakes. 
Now with a railroad to Phillips, the 
Farmington route eclipses all others, 
and Rangeley will receive nearly all 
the travel which will bring thousands 
upon thousands more dollars into her 
piecincts. One o f  the great advantages 
of this road is, it will enable sportsmen 
to reach the lakes the same day from 
Boston, and will be a great induce­
ment for parties to come this way. 
Now will it be ot any benefit to the 
people o f Rangeley and vicinity to 
have the travel double, triple— yea, 
quadruple. Certainly, money comes 
in proportion to the travel, and em­
ployment of all kinds in the same pro­
portion. The more property, the less 
the tax on the dollar. W ho is so 
blind they can’t see it? Now is the 
time. Let every one come forward 
manfully and put a shoulder to the 
wheel.
But very few are so destitute they 
cannot take one share in the Sandy 
River Railroad with, every reason to 
believe it will pay at the least six per 
cent on the stock.
A von, StJong, Freeman, Salem and 
Kingfield like the other towns will all 
receive their portion o f benefit. A  
market is so much nearer their doors, 
the property is all enhanced in value, 
and a market place and shipping point 
will be found at Strong equally as 
good as Phillips or Farmington. Who 
can afford to stand aloof and not put a 
shoulder to the wheel and help carry 
forward this great enterprise. Let 
every one bear a little aud the burden 
is so light no one will feel it only as a 
benefit.
S a m u e l  F a r m e r .
The System.
A ll the arguments or statements 
that I have made in favor o f this new 
system o f  railways are in no opposi­
tion to the broad gauge. The whole 
principle in nature may be illustrated 
by a comparison o f  the streams o f our 
country, the small ones feeding into 
the larger. I  maintain that this is the 
only successful way for railroads to 
reach these outlying towns and vil­
lages which are without railroad com­
munication. Low cost o f building 
aud operating the narrow gauge sys- 
tim  assures success, and is just what 
is needed in the struggling communi­
ties remote from the main lines o f our 
railways. It gives to the people and 
to the railway system o f the country 
chee*p feeders to the trunk lines.
G e o . E. M a n s f ie l d ,
Farmers, Attention! Wanted.
60,000 cedar ties for the Sandy 
River Railroad, to be delivered on 
the banks o f the river the coming 
winter; dimensions 4£ feet long, 5 
inches thick, face 6 inches, two sides. 
Be ready to aid us in stock sub­
scriptions without delay, so you may 
have plenty o f work this winter.
THE RAILROAD.
» i ____
IS THERE BUSINESS ENOUGH TO SUP­
PORT IT?
In the article, “ Will i&pay,”  is fur­
nished a carefully prepared approxi­
mate estimate, based upon facts, as to 
the expenses and earnings o f the road, 
by taking experience of other rail­
roads running through a similar 
country, with equal population, as a 
guide.
In the freighting department, we 
have reliable facts to go w on , having 
within a few days obtainld carefully 
prepared statements from* each town 
upon the proposed line of! road, as to 
the existing business and the cost of 
doing it. The statements in every in­
stance have been furnished by busi­
ness men o f  high character and stand­
ing in the respective towns, aud are 
undoubtedly as approximately accu­
rate as it is possible to make them. 
They err if at all on the safe side. In 
almost every instance the freighting 
business would unquestionably be in­
creased from 25 to 75 per cent by the 
facilities a railroad would furnish. It 
is especially so in all your towns whose 
business would be in lumber, chair- 
stock, and other wooden manufactures, 
the. products o f  the farm— potatoes, 
butter, cheese and eggs, all o f which 
need cheaper transportation to be prop­
erly developed and find their natural 
market to the south.
And yet, in the face o f  facts like 
these, vouched (Sr by the best men in 
the county, who themselves are en­
gaged in business, we presume there 
are men who proclaim that the busi­
ness o f the vadey is not worth seeking 
or being developed. “ W e do not 
want to be 'U«*nrhl J , ut -juiotness/’ 
they say ; but how is ij with the peo­
ple at large, in the section o f this val­
ley now struggling for self perserva- 
tion— do you not need the railroad ? 
rI hen each and every one take hold 
with a will and push this enterprise 
through.
WHAT DID IT COST
to do the freighting and stage business 
o f th j Sandy River Valley last year? 
A  few stubborn facts, gathered also 
from reliable sources, may serve to 
open the eyes^of those willfully blind. 
To do the regular freighting and stag­
ing business (no account being made 
o f the hauling o f  freight by farmers 
and others), during last year there 
were 50 horses and 15 men constantly 
on the road, and estimating the cost of 
keeping and shoeing each horse, o f 
wear and tear o f  harness and wagon, 
at a cost o f 75 cts. per day,and the cost 
o f each man and his expense on the 
road at $1.25 per day, we have this 
result:
60 horses, at 75 cts. per day, $37 50
15 men, at $1.25 per day, 18 76
Total cost ot horses and men,per day.$56 25
and for the whole year $17,606.25, 
and this is only the actual cost of 
maintaining this force o f  men and 
horses, with no allowance for profits. 
It thus appears that the staging and 
freighting business must have cost the 
people o f the Sandy River Valley last 
year, in money actually paid out to 
those constantly employed in the busi­
ness, at least, $4,000.00 more than 
would suffice to enable this proposed 
road to pay six per cent on the cost o f 
its construction and its expense. The 
question is, then, is it worth while for 
the towns o f this valley to make an ef­
fort to increase and draw business to 
yourselves, which is now clearly in 
your power to do? W ill you, the peo­
ple o f these towns take hold and aid in 
constructing this railroad, which will 
bring to your very doors your salva­
tion ; or will you refuse and drive 
your business away to another outlet 
West o f  you? This is a question o f  
the greatest importance, and deserves 
most careful consideration from every 
person who has so much at stake.
W ill It Pay?
The question which may be often 
asked probably in connection with the 
railroad from Phillips to Farmington 
is that which heads this paragraph 
“ W ill it pay ?”  In answer, let us sub­
mit a brief estimate o f expeuses and 
receipts whose fairness cannot be ques­
tioned. The items o f daily expense 
in operating a two foot gauge rai’ road 
from Phillips to Farmington, giving 
two traius daily each way, one o f
them a freight traiu with passenger 
car attached, would be as follow s:
Superintendent and Conductor. $4 00 
Treas'r, Clerk, and Agt. at Phillips, 2 00 
Engineer, 2 60
Fireman, 1 25
Baggage Master and Brakemen, 1 25 
2 Transfer men, 2 20
6 Trackmen, 7 55
Stationery, Tickets, and extra help, 1 56 
Fuel, oil, and waste, 3 25
Total operating expenses, pet day, $25 56 
For receipts from carefully prepared 
statements from the business now done 
by team with a deduction o f  tariff o f  
nearly one half from present rates.
9 tons Freight, from Phillips^Avon
and towns above (both ways), $21 60 
4 ton freight from Strong, Freeman
and towns above (both ways), 8 00
16 Passengers from Phillips, Avon
and towns above (both ways), 12 80 
8 Passengers from Strong, Freeman
and towns above (both ways), 4 00 
Mail and Express, 4 50
Making total receipts, per day, $51 20
This gives the rate o f freight from 
Farmington to Strong 10 cents per 
hundred, to Phillips 12 cents per hun­
dred on the average. Multiplying the 
estimated daily expenses by threo 
hundred and thirteen we have the sum 
o f $8,000.28, as the total yearly ex­
penses. Multiplying the estimated 
receipts by three hundred and thirteen, 
we have $16,025.60 for the yearly re 
ceipts, and striking the balance be­
tween them we have $8,025.25 left to 
pay interest and any contingent ex­
penses, showing that the road must 
from the first take care o f itself aud 
the interest on its cost. The plain 
truth is however that every candid 
reader will at once see that these estir 
mates o f earnings are fair. N o one 
at all acquainted with the large 
amount o f travel which now passes 
over the highway between Phillips and 
Farmington, and the intermediate 
and adjoining towns, by stage and pri­
vate conveyance, can doubt that the 
passenger estimate is below the actual 
brobability. While to have this beau­
tiful valley opened to the outside world 
with the practically inexhaustible 
lumber forests upon the hills and 
mountains, and the head-waters of the 
Sandy river brought within reaching 
distance o f builders and manufactur­
ers and with all sorts o f  other natural 
prodnets and a variety of manufac­
tured goods pouring continnally in 
upon the road, there can be no pos­
sible question that the enterprise will 
not only pay its running expenses 
from the- first, but that it will pay reg­
ular and handsome dividends ou its 
cost—  $100,000.00.
W e have made our figures to stand, 
and they cannot be disputed
%A Candid Word with Farmers.
One o f the least accountable o f the 
delusions which may prevail in con­
nection with our new* railroad project, 
is the idea that farmers alone, o f all 
ahe people in the surrounding towns 
and on the line, would not be bene- 
fitted by the construction o f a railroad 
up the Sandy River valley, by those 
taking one share or more o f stock. 
W ill it pay you, aud can you afford it? 
is the question with you all. Can you 
afford to be without it? look at all 
New England towns without railroad 
communication. Farms have deprecia­
ted in value and are being deserted,the 
population growing less every year. 
An enterprise o f whatever sort, which 
adds to the business prosperity o f the 
village and enhances its property val­
ue, benefits the farmers by increasing 
the bulk o f property valuation and by 
lessening in the same porportion the 
amount o f taxation which each dollar 
o f the grand list must bear. I f  the 
village valuation falls off, then must 
the rate o f  taxation bear more heavi­
ly on the farming interest o f  the 
towns ; and not even the most inveter­
ate opponent of the road from the farm­
ing community will be found to say 
that his farm is not worth many times 
in value what it would, were not the 
village furnishing him with a ready 
market for his products and with 
church, educational, and society, priv­
ileges o f all kinds. As the village 
thrives and prospers, these privileges 
increase as the village stagnates or 
falls away, these privleges decline.
W e believe then that it is just as 
much a matter o f selt-protection for 
the farmers to help secure the con­
struction of a railroad up .the Sandy 
River valley, in order to build up the 
towns and save the business interest 
o f the valley, as it is for any other
class to do so. With the road built and 
the saving o f the business interest,and 
this valley, with country above ; with 
Farmington— a population o f some 
3500, and a population o f nearly 5000 
in the valley and towns adjoining, 
the further business thrift and pros­
perity o f  the towns is assured, and 
every farm saved from depreciating 
in value and is made more salea­
ble. With this enterprise killed by 
our own selfishness or lack o f pub­
lic spirit, and the valley left to run 
to waste, or with a road coming in 
to the west of us to carry our bus­
iness away from us, the decline o f 
our towns is equally well assured, and 
none will sooner have good cause to 
realize the truth o f this assertion 
then farmers themselves. So let us one 
and all take hold in earnest and see 
that we lack not the puplic spirit 
to secure a railroad.
Comparison.
I  have taken for the following state­
ment a broad gauge railroad o f New 
England, built in a similar country as 
to cost of building as the Sandy River 
Railroad, and running the same num­
ber of trains per day, the length o f 
the road being 16 miles, running only 
through two towns with a population 
o f 3,492.
Total cost of road with equipment, $385,578 68
R E C EIPTS A N D  EX PE N SES.
Total income, $29,306 75
Total expense of operating, 22,202 37
Net income above operating expenses,$7,104 38
Interest, 6 per cent., on cost of road, $23,134 72
Net income, 7,104 89
Amount of deficit less interest, $16,030 34
T R A F F IC .
Number of passengers carried, 17,600
Tons of freight carried, 7.428
N ow  if  this road htid b«en built on
the new system and operated, or the 
Sandy River Railroad doing the same 
amount of business, what would be 
the result? See as follows— Net in­
come above operating expenses, $21,- 
306.75— paying intrest ou its cost o f  
over 21 per cent.
Is it strange that people have no faith 
in railroad stock? But any one can 
clearly see that too much capital has 
been invested for the amount o f busi­
ness to be done in localities all through­
out the states. Look at it carefully and 
you will see where the mistake has 
been made.
Capital.
Capital should build our railroads, 
say many men of slender means, and 
so it should, mainly. But the man 
who has accumalated property and is 
npon the down hill side o f life, takes 
but little interest in public improve­
ments. O f course there is many excep­
tions in this case. But if capital will 
not' invest in new lines o f railroads 
largely, shall enterprises o f  public 
importance be allowed to languish, 
and the resources o f the country re­
main undeveloped ? May not the com­
munity supply its own needs and pro­
tect its own iuterest? Then do not 
wait for the capitalist, but be your 
own, to develop each unto yourself 
and control your enterprises.
The Effect on the Farmer.
The effect o f giving the Sandy 
River Valley farmers railroad com­
munication, will simply be to encour­
age them to better and broader culti­
vation o f their farms by providing 
them with the means o f putting their 
crops into the general market at the 
least possible expense. Thus placing 
them on a par, and only on a par with 
their more fortunate neighbors else­
where, aud he is essentially a mean- 
souled aud utterly selfish man who 
would deny them this common privi­
leg e  for which they are willing and 
anxious to pay to the full extent o f 
their means.
G eo . E. M a n s f ie l d .
Wanted.
Two hundred and fifty men to take 
two shares apiece, which insures the 
building o f the Sandy River Railroad 
the coming season. Now gentlemen 
be liberal and all do their mite and help 
the good cause along.
|3?*The safety and capacity o f  nar­
row  gauge railroads will be an in ter­
esting article in next w eek’s P h o n o ­
g r a p h .
u It is but Life to Die.”
Yon hillside with its shafts of gleaming white 
Bathed in the glory of the setting sun,
Holds many a grave where, hidden from our 
sight,
Some loved one sleeps, life’s toil and labor 
done. .
But there are graves over whose slumbering 
mold
No polished marble rears its stately head, 
And where no fragrant flowers above unfold 
To waken pity for the quiet dead.
These are the graves deep down within our 
hearts
Where lie the hopes and dreams o f early 
years,
Buried from eight, but signaled by such marks 
As only can be made by blood and tears—  
Some early love that crowned ns in our youth, 
And made life glorious for a short, sweet 
hour—
Some cherished promise, robbed of strength 
and truth—
Crushed in the morning of its new-born 
power.
Here is the spot where memory has engraved 
The form and face of one we called a friend. 
One for whose welfare we would e’en have 
braved
Censure and heartache to the bitter end.
But ’twas not wisely done, and so we draw 
Before the treachery of the smiling eyes 
A  heavy veil. The cold world, if it saw,
Would proffer pity in a thousand lies.
So life goes on. W e lay the forms away 
Of things we loved not wisely but too well, 
And in the lapse of years we learn to stay 
The fretful chanting of their funeral knell. 
W e learn to smile, before the smiling throng, 
Although the adder’s fangs be deeply s e t ; 
And join, perhaps, our voices in the song,
To soothe the pain we never can forget.
And thus we learn to envy the calm rest 
Of those who sleep beneath the sod.
Bound with life’s galling chain, we know ’tis 
best
To bend our heads and pass beneath the rod. 
And when we see some mourners heavy clad 
In  robes of black, haggard, with tear-dimmed 
eye,
W e know'their lives would be more bright and 
glad
Could they but reason— it is but life to die,
BETH’S TRIBULATIONS.
Miss Beth Hurst listened to the soft, 
ceaseless babble of polished table-talk 
quite as silently as was possible.
She had been in the house only a fort­
night, during which time she had been 
as recluse as she could be without seem­
ing odd or rude, until to-night she had 
blissfully believed herself to be a per­
son of no sort of interest at all to her 
score or more of fellow-boarders.
But this evening, sitting among the 
voluble diners, she felt queerly sensi­
tive and unpleasantly self-conscious, 
and vaguely imagined that the old plati­
tudes hurled from mouth to mouth 
with such new and surprising vivacity, 
were intended to discomfit her in some 
politely subtle way.
“ One would never be scandalized if 
he did no wrong,”  asserted one ; “  there 
are more faults and follies and sins hid­
den than will ever be revealed. But, 
unfortunately, the transgressors are 
never grateful to those that love them 
most and would reform and protect them 
if they could from further offenses 
against social requirements. Do you 
not think the same, Miss Hurst ?”
Somehow the young lady felt that the 
appeal was made ungenerously to test 
or to confuse her,and her cheeks flushed, 
up painfully, although she answered 
composedly enough :
“ I am not wise enough to decide so 
dreadfully weighty a question.”  She 
smiled, at the same time rising leisurely 
from her chair; “ you will excuse me, 
please.”
She left her place gracefully, with an 
apologetic bow, and crossed the large 
dining room toward the door of the 
broad, lighted hall, wholly assured that 
the company she was leaving would 
make her the choice subject of gossip 
after her withdrawal.
At the door the insinuative voice of 
the mistress of the house stopped her.
“  You will not stop in the parlor with 
us for awhile ? No ? You will find a 
card there for you. The gentleman 
called while you were out.”
The young lady entered the parlor 
with a nervous step. She quickly 
guessed whose name she would read 
upon the card that had been left for her.
“ Mine enemy has found me out,”  
she murmured, with blanching lips. 
“ Hiram Wells has been here, and 
heaven only knows what mischievous 
story he has told to my landlady, nor 
how she has exaggerated it to the board­
ers. I can understand now the innuen­
does that disturbed me so distressfully 
while I was dining. ”
She went up to her room and locked 
herself in with the movement of one who 
was thus shutting out the world and its 
torments forever.
It was a pretty room, and from one 
.lofty window she coxild see a wilderness 
of roofs, a tangle of streets, and the 
gleam of the river not far away.
“  I  shall have more trouble to-mor­
row,” she mused very coolly and philo­
sophically ; “  and I  shall need all my 
strength to meet it bravely. So, just for 
to-night, I shall imagine I am the hap­
piest woman in the whole wide world, 
and so sleep sweetly.”
Had Miss Beth Hurst been less famil­
iar with sorrow, she would have been 
perhaps less philosophical. But it 
fleemtd as if the waters of grief had
gone over her until the allotted flood 
must surely be drawn almost dry ; and 
from this reasoning she gathered com­
fort and hope.
She went down to breakfast the next 
morning as calm and dignified as if she 
were not absolutely certain to find there 
curious stares or averted eyes.
She had dressed herself for her morn­
ing walk, and she made a charming pic­
ture in her trim violet cashmere, with a 
single white camelia fastened on the 
collar of the rich dark velvet waistcoat; 
but Miss Beth Hurst was beautiful al­
ways, with her slim, stately figure—her 
colorless, statuesque face, her proud, 
crimson lips, her marvelous hazel eyes 
and her abundant golden hair.
She had finished her meal, and stood 
in the hall drawing on her delicate gray 
gloves, when her landlady jqined her.
“ Miss Hurst,”  she began, rather re­
luctantly, “  I do not mean to be meddle­
some or officious, but I really think I 
ought to know if you mean to be the 
wife of this Mr. Wells, or not ?”
“  And I really think I ought to know 
why you ask me a question that possi­
bly may not seem to you impertinent ?” 
retorted Beth, while her large dark eyes 
began to kindle with resentment and 
scorn.
“ Hush! Do not be angry or ex­
cited,” returned her interloouter with a 
warning gesture toward the breakfast 
room. “  I  wish to know, Miss Hurst, 
because I am interested in your wel­
fare, because I  like you, and would like 
to have you remain with me.”
“ Which means that if I  am not to 
marry the man who called here yester­
day, you wish me to give up my room,”  
interposed the young lady, dryly.
“ Well, yes,”  confessed the other, 
coloring beneath the unblenching eyes 
turned squarely upon her. “ You see, 
my dear, the gentleman told me your 
whole story ; but he nobly exonerated 
you from any motive of wrong, and he 
loves you very much indeed. You had 
best be his wife, I think, and then, no 
matter if you have been the least bit 
fast or indiscreet, people will forget all 
about it. But of course, if you persist 
in ignoring the wishes of your relatives, 
you would not find it pleasant here 
among people like my punctilious 
guests. ”
“ Thanks,”  smiled the young lady; 
but whether the smile was of irony or 
gratitude the adviser, could not decide. 
And while she was speculating rather 
dubiously upon the subject, Beth finish­
ed an artistic arrangement of misty tulle 
about her jaunty hat and golden braids, 
and vanished into the street.
Beth was an orphan, and until the be­
ginning of the year that was nearly 
past, had been dependent for a home 
upon a brother much older than herself, 
and who had treated her kindly and gen­
erously until she refused the devotion 
of Hiram Wells, whom he favored.
“  Hiram is my dearest friend, Beth,” 
he had said to her, persuasively ; “  ever 
since we were in college together, I 
have dreamed that some time he might 
be nearer and dearer still. Do you re­
member the time he saw you first ? It 
was a summer day, and you were a little 
maid of twelve years. Your yellow hair 
hung below your waist, and was gar­
landed with blue violets. With your 
white muslin skirts gathered up from 
your bare limbs, you were wading 
through the water after lilies. He loved 
you tlien} Beth, and his love has in­
creased with your years. He is wealthy 
and handsome, and he wants you for a 
wife. I  cannot understand why you 
have refused him.”
“ Because I  dislike him,”  averred the 
girl, * ‘ and since I  refused him I  have 
learned to despise him thoroughly. He 
has shown himself revengeful and un­
manly. ”
“  In what way ? ” inquired her brother, 
incredulously.
“ He has tried to part me from my 
friends,”  asserted Beth indignantly. 
“  I have seen the sneers and shrugs with 
which he has tried to traduce me. He 
is a polished cheat, a dissembler without 
soul or conscience. Ah ! it is very easy 
for him to smile away my good name 
while my brother is blind to his hy­
pocrisy.”
“ Nonsense, B etlil”  exclaimed her 
brother in anger. “ Hiram has never 
treated you with anything but respect. ”
“  He has threatened me,”  went on the 
girl, white with excitement; “ he says 
that if I will not be his wife he wiil 
make me in the eight of men a creature 
so despicable, that the lowest of them all 
would scorn me. And for what he has 
said or what he has hinted, the one man 
whom I love has left me without a 
word. ”
“ I suppose you refer to that Clarke 
Elliot,”  sneered her brother.
“  I refer to Mr. Elliot,” she answered.
“ Well, the truth of the matter is, 
Beth,”  he returned; “ that your conduct 
has been censurable. Your association 
with that Elliot was highly unbecoming 
and indiscreet. When disagreeable com­
ments were made, Hiram always defend­
ed you. Hiram was quite right if he 
coaxed or coerced the fellow to leave 
you and the place. Elliot sought you 
and flattered you because you amused 
him, I suppose. But he never thought 
of marrying you. Never think, Beth, 
that a man of such aristocratic preten­
sions would ever choose for a bride a 
girl without money and social distinc­
tion. Hiram has acted honorably, and 
you are ungrateful, Beth. He has done 
what many better men might not do to 
save from regret tile motherless girl who 
is to be his wife.”
“ I will never be his wife,”  protested 
Beth.
“  Then you will no longer be my sis­
ter, nor can my home be you fs,”  de­
clared her brother firmly.
Aud so Beth Hurst left the home that 
had been hers for so many years, to be 
followed everywhere by the persecutions 
of her rejected suitor.
Perhaps Hiram Wells did not mean to 
be so unmanly and so shamefully cruel. 
He was passionately fond of the girl,
and she was so young—so inexperienced, 
that he hopdd to win her by the persist­
ence of his own passion. He was natur­
ally a diplomat and intriguer, and could 
see nothing unkind or wrong in this un­
gallant pursuit of the inimical young 
lady he had determined should be his 
wife.
Most of all he wished to force her 
back to the home and influence of her 
brother. And to do this he affected to 
be the disinterested friend and pardon­
ing lover of a most misguided and indis­
creet coquette and perverse sweetheart.
His handsome person, his chivalrous 
bearing, and his seductive voice were 
sufficient to gain at once the attention 
and sympathy of those whom he wished 
to convince that Beth was a sadly way­
ward if not exactly an improper sort of 
young person.
Much as Beth dreaded him, she was 
scarcely prepared for the vexations await­
ing her that morning when, resentful 
aud defiant, she went out to visit her 
music pupils.
“  Miss Hurst,”  said the lady of the 
house where she first called,! ‘> my 
daughter will not require your lessons 
after to-day. I could not think of em­
ploying you against the wishes of your 
brother and the gentleman who is to be 
your husband. And. my dear, if I were 
you I would not delay my marriage. Mr. 
Wells seems to be a very excellent and 
generous gentleman.”
Poor Beth !
She was blind with tears when she 
went slowly up the steps of a stately 
house close by.
As she was admitted, a handsome 
elderly lady met her and led her into the 
parlor.
“  Miss Hurst,”  she began quite gently, 
noticing Beth’s agitation; “  please to be 
seated and let me talk to you. I  have 
learned to like you much, and I  cannot 
part with you without advising you.”
The young music teacher felt she was 
already rather surfeited with advice, but 
this lady was so kind, so sincerely sym­
pathetic, that her resentful mood vanish­
ed instantly.
“  My dear child,”  resumed the lady, 
“ I  have known you for sometime, and I 
have always found your behavior admir­
able. Will you tell me what momentary 
folly you committed that causes your 
friend to speak so seriously and yet so 
compassionately of you ?”
“ The folly of despising that same per­
son who calls himself my ‘ friend,’ when 
he is my most cruel enemy and persecu­
tor,”  cried Beth, while her proud eyes 
flashed.
“  I do not quite comprehend you,”  
observed the lady, very kindly. “ Will 
you tell me the whole story, my child ?”
“  Indeed I will,”  declared Beth, im­
pulsively; “  for I know you will believe 
and be just to me also.”
The lady smiled and bowed gravely, 
and pretty, aggrieved Beth briefly nar­
rated her story with an impassioned 
voice that intently impressed her listener 
of her truth as well as her trouble.
“ And yet, my poor girl,” remarked 
the lady, when Be+'- paused; “  perhaps 
it will be best 'for yJu to yield. It will 
be almost impossible for you to live 
down the reputation that your resolute 
suitor has given you. Nor can you ever 
be quite happy unless you become re­
conciled to year brother. And Mr. Wells 
may prove a good husband to you, after 
all.”
“ He will never be my husband,” 
avowed Beth, firmly— “ never, though 
he drives me to beggary. ”
“  And that decision honors you,”  said 
a gentleman, who had been standing 
unseen for some time near the door, and 
who now quietly advanced into the 
room. “  My Beth, my dear love, I am 
ashamed to confess that when Hiram 
Wells, with his polished, persuasive 
assertions, told me you were a natural 
coquette, and were trifling with me, and 
that you really loved only him, and were 
very soon to be his wife, that I believed 
him. What I have just heard makes me 
angry with myself, for I  ought to have 
gone to you for an explanation. I  sup­
pose you will never pardon me, dear 
Beth.”
She had dropped her pretty hands 
from her wet eyes with a little gasp of 
dismay and gladness, when she first 
heard the strong, true voice of Clarke 
Elliott, whose presence then and there 
had so much surprised her. But she 
could not resist the passion and plead­
ing she saw on his handsome face, and 
arising, she went shyly toward him.
“  I  have never doubted your affection 
for me,”  she said, simply. ”
“  True heart—dear, troubled heart !”  
he responded, stroking her bright hair. 
“ But, Beth, I  really think I  behaved 
badly toward you. ”
Then he turned toward the lady who 
sat regarding them with pleased eyes.
“  You shall decide about our wedding- 
day, my sister,”  he said; “ this is the 
sweet girl I  have talked about to you so 
often.”
“  I  suspected so,”  returned she; “ and 
that is why I  sent for you as soon as the 
officious Mr. Wells had gone.”
Beth’s tribulations were all over. Her 
brother became reconciled to her union 
with the worthy man she had chosen, 
and she was much too happy to heed or 
resent the petty innuendoes that the 
cowardly and discomfited Hiram Wells 
occasionally hurled at her, bitterly but 
very covertly.
The way to tell the age of a dog ap­
proximately is to examine the upper 
front teeth. Until twelve months old 
these are rounded on the edge, at the 
end of two years they begin to square 
off, and gradually wear down and short­
en until, as the animal entors his sixth 
year, they are nearly even with the 
gums. The lower teeth usually wear 
out earlier. The appearance of the eye 
is also an indication of age, and all dark 
colored dogs show their years by the 
growth of white hairs about the muzzle.
Explosive Mines in Warfare.
As in so many other matters, the 
Chinese preceded Europeans in the use 
of explosive mines in war. The celebra­
ted Kung Ming is said to have employed 
them about 2,000 years before the 
Christian era. And as even then—in 
China, at least— there was nothing new 
under the sun, he declared to have 
owed the idea to his perusal of writings 
of an age anterior to his own. In the 
West, the practice of undermining be­
sieged works was not unknown to the 
Romans, whose method was to dig 
beneath the threatened bulwark, and 
prop up tlie superincumbent earth and 
building with wood supports. When 
the excavation was completed, the sup­
ports—previously smeared with some 
highly combustible compound— were 
set on fire, and on being destroyed, the 
earth fell in, and with it the rampart at­
tached, thereby making a breach which 
could be assaulted. These mines, 
known to French writers on the art of 
war as mines a mine, were followed, on 
the invention of gunpowder, by explo­
sive mines, in which a quantity of pow­
der was inserted in an excavation and 
ignited from a distance by means of a 
train or match. The use of mines in 
sieges soon became so common that not 
only did besiegers have recourse to them 
in their attacks on strong places, but 
the defenders also made use of them as 
aids to defense against the, assaulting 
columns of the enemy. A kind of sub­
terranean warfare came into existence, 
and as the besiegers mined, so the garri­
son countermined to get beneath them, 
and blow both work and workmen into 
the air. A somewhat elaborate system 
of tactics was devised to guide the com­
batants in these curious engagements. 
Galleries in which to listen for the work­
men of the enemy were constructed, 
and approaches toward thim  were 
cautiously made until near enough to 
burst in the dividing partition of earth, 
then rush upon them and defeat them, 
and put an end to their work. In the 
revived chivalry of the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, the candi­
dates for knighthood conferred during 
sieges were accustomed to keep their 
nocturnal vigil in the mines constructed 
by their own side. From subterranean 
to submarine warfare the step was not 
very rapid. Various methods of des­
troying an enemy’s ships, by sending 
against them explosive or combustible 
ca rg os  were devised, and were employ­
ed by the Dutch in their wars of liber­
ation against the Spaniards, and by 
ourselves and other nations. With 
plans of the kind we have become toler­
ably familiar, from the frequency with 
which they were made use of by the 
Chinese in our wars with them. With 
their poculiar humor, which tends so 
much to turn into ridicule what man­
kind in general consent to consider as 
most serious, they have been known to 
make the explosion of a fire-ship, cram­
med with gunpowder, a ghastly practical 
joke. In the war of the Arrow lorcha, 
one of her majesty’s ships, lying in a 
river of China, was foaled by a vessel 
which had been sent floating down the 
stream with a view to being exploded 
against her and destroying her. When 
the explosion took place there was no lost 
of life, and little damage was done to 
the structure of the ship ; but above the 
gunpowder to be exploded had been 
piled immense quantities of the excep­
tionally disgusting manure with which 
the Chinese are in the habit of dressing 
their vegetable gardens, and the result 
of the blow-up was to cover the ship, 
rigging and crew who were on deck with 
the nauseous compound.— Westminster 
Review.
A Remarkable Lizard Hunt.
A few months ago, says a Concord (N. 
C.) correspondent, John M. Imgraham, 
a prominent and wealthy citizen here, 
was applied to for work by John Forst. 
He told the applicant that he had noth­
ing for him to do, but he would give 
him twelve thousand dollars for the 
hides of six thousand lizards, Imgraham 
giving his note for that amouut. Forst, 
with his wife and five children, at once 
left for the mountains. There they es­
tablished themselves in camp and com­
menced a war upon the reptiles. The 
result of the first day’s effort was so 
encouraging that they worked with re­
newed energy, and within the twenty 
days had secured the 6,000 lizard hides. 
The family marched into town yesterday 
and offered the reptile skins to Imgra­
ham, who informed them that his offer 
was a jest. The lizard hunter, however, 
does not so understand it, and to-day 
instituted a suit upon Imgraham’s note, 
securing the best counsel in the State.
“  Suppose I should work myself up to 
the interrogation point ?”  said a beau to 
his sweetheart. “  I  should respond with 
an exclamation !”  was the reply.
Insects and Flowers,
It has long been known that flowers 
were necessary to insects ; but it is only 
within the last few years that it has 
been discovered that insects are quite as 
necessary to flowers. There are, how­
ever, but two or three tribes of insects 
whose visit are serviceable to flowers in 
the way of fertilization. The Lcpidop- 
tera or butterfly tribe are specially so, 
and the moths flying by night and visit­
ing such flowers as are only open at that 
time, are furnished with a trunk qri 
proboscis which sucks up honey in its 
fluid state, and in seeking it the insect 
becomes covered with pollen, which it 
transfers from flower to flower. In 
this way a single insect will fertilise 
many flowers. Besides being attracted 
by the color of flowers, insects seem 
capable of appreciating taste and smell, 
just as the higher animals do. What 
flowers are to insects, fruits are to birds 
and mammals. Both are colored, 
scented, and sweet ; but they have ac- 
quied their various allurements for the 
attraction of widely different creatures. 
Chambers' Journal,
Lights and Shadows.
“  Into each life some rain must faff,
Into all eyes some tear-drops start,
Whether they fall as a gentle shower 
Or drop, like fire, from  an aching heart.
Into all hearts some sorrow must creep,
Into all souls some doubtings come,
Lashing the waves of life’s great deep 
From dimpling waters to seething foam.
Over all pathways some clouds must lower, 
Under all feet somo sharp thorns spring, 
Tearing the flesh to bleeding wounds,
Or entering the heart with their bitter sting. 
Upon all brows rough winds must blow,
Over all shoulders a cross must be lain, 
Bowing the form in its lofty height 
Down to the dust in bitter pain.
Into all hands is some duty thrust,
Unto all arms some duty given,
Crushing tho heart its dreary weight,
Or lifting the soul from earth to heaven.
Into all hearts and hemes and liveB 
Qod’s dear sunshine comes streaming down, 
Gilding the ruins of life’s great plain—  
Weaving for all the golden crown.
Items of Interest.
Riflemen—Thieves.
The school population of tho United 
States is 14,806,000.
The most perfect type of “  sweet 
home”  is the beehive.
“  How is your stock in trade ?”  as the 
drummer said to the hose-dealer.
Almost every man takes his day off, 
but we never heard of him bringing it 
back again.
Why*should a lady’s home dress last 
forever? Because she never wears it 
out.
Why is a nail, driven fast into a stick 
of timber, like decrepit old man ? Be­
cause it’s in firm.
Gold closed at 100* says a financial 
dispatch. We are all right on the $, what 
we want is the 100.—Breakfast Table. 
People who speak of Edison,
And make his name rhyme with medicine, 
Should pause before the deed is done.—  
His relatives call him Edison.
The letter “  O ”  is called the most 
charitable of all the alphabet, because it 
is found oftener than any in “ doing 
good.”
One style of hats for ladies is called 
the .“  Huzza.”  That is because it is so 
cheerful for the husband who pays the 
bills.
When a poet or a reporter speaks of 
the “  deep blue sea,”  does he mean that 
the sea is deep blue or that the deep sea 
is blue ?
I f a man is on his way to the woods to 
commit suicide and a bull suddenly gives 
chase, the chances are that he will run 
for his life.
Within the space of 200 years previ­
ous to the Norman conquest, thirty Sax­
on kings and queens left the throne for 
the cloister.
Dr. Oldham, the geologist, recently 
dead, showed from marine deposits that 
Ireland was once on*e thousand feet 
under the sea.
Punch  says that a Yankee baby will 
crawl out of his cradle, take a survey of 
it, invent an improvement and apply for 
a patent before he is six months’ old.
Frank Buckland, the naturalist, de­
clares that babies swim naturally. A 
friend put one into warm water, and it 
took to it like a duck, swimming briskly.
GOAT.
At dew-bathed morn or even halcyon dusk
You modestly gambol down the stony slope.
You far-fetched travesty on the antelope; 
Ofttimes you’re meek and oft you're painfully 
brusque.
You’re satisfied as you chew the saffron husk.
Or oyster can, or languid heliotrope
On sunny hills where idle breezes grope,
And all the air is heavy with balmy musk.
You are, Sir Goat, a study vast and grand;
Your life superbly calm doth know no blight, 
And, when you pause beside the reedy 
creek.
Your immobility statuesque and bland
Is like a dream in marble, ghostly white, 
Until some juvenile hails von with a brick.
—It. K . Munk it trick, in Graphic.
By the way, did you know that for'the 
pabii eight months your wife has been 
using the diary you started in January 
for an account-book with the grocer and 
butcher ? We sa*v it the other day, and 
right under the last paragraph you 
wrote in it, where you said : “ I  feel a 
lifting of my being into a higher life, I  
feel my feet stepping on a higher plane; 
the soul of poesy is calling me into a 
sphere of grander action, and I  throw 
off the trammels and the coarseness of 
everyday material life and its animal 
existence, as I rise to obey the call of 
genius ”  — right under that it says ;
‘ ‘ Two pounds of mutton suet, half a 
calf’s liver, a piece of bone to boil, and 
a pound of link sausage, forty-five 
cents.” — Burlington Hawkeye.
THE LIGHTNING-BOX) MAN.
A melancholy farmer, hot,
With his old gun crammed with shot,
W as sitting by his melon lot.
Three weeks he had this vigil kept,
Tasted no food nor even slept,
Yet all the while the bad boys crept
Among his melons, where they ate 
Enough to kill ten men, but fate 
Decrees that small boys stuffed di-fate.
This maddened farmer, nigh insane,
Thus watched aud prayed, but all in vain . 
Tho boys preyed too— and none were slain
Just at this awful time there trod 
Up to the farmer, with a nod,
An agent for a lightning-rod.
“ Good morning, sir,”  he sweetly spak®
“  My lightning-rod you’d better’ take;
They are the best; just let mo make—
“  Oh, spare your ro d s!”  the farmer said, 
And aimed tho gun straight at his head.
He shot that agent— not quite dead.
The bullets flattened at his feet;
He picked one up, and smiling Bweel, 
Presented it ; he ne’er was beat.
“ Now. farm er,”  said he, oh ! so sleek, 
“ Just buy a rod; then you may wreak 
Your vengeance on the other cheek !”
: — Oil City Derrick,
. FOR THE YOUNG PEOPLE.
M lltlnde* Hhows Ills CoiihIii “  A New  Kind  
o f  S w ln n ,”
Mies Muslin, while down in the kitchen one 
day,
And watching with great admiration the way 
In which, at the table, Abiathar Ann 
Would roll out and fashion a “  gingerbread- 
m an,”
Heard Miltiades calling ; and yet, looking out, 
He was nowhere in sight, though she gazed all 
about.
41 W hy, Miltiades— dear m e ! Where are you ?' 
said she.
"H e r e  I  am ,”  cried Miltiades. “ Here, up a 
tree !”
And, Hure enough, looking straight up over­
head.
Thero Miltiades was— “  up in a tree,” as he
said,
Quite a way from the ground, firmly perched 
on a limb
8 0  stout ’twould have held up a dozen of him. 
“ W hy !” cried she in distress, “  pray, how did 
you get there ? "
“ Never mild,” replied he, with mysterious air,
41 It maybe I climbed up ; it maybe I flew ;
But I ’ll tell you, my dear, what I  want you to 
do.
“ Just go out to the woodshed, as sly as you 
can,
(Without saying a word to Abiathar Ann)
And you’ll find there a clothes-line, which, if 
you will bring,
I ’ll show you, directly, a new kind of swing. 
And, while you’re about it, stop on the way 
back
And get, too, that long pole that John Henry 
Jaok
Keeps to pick apples with. It will answer, I 
hope,
As a means to reach up here one e \d of the 
rope.”
So Miss Muslin, with very great promptness, 
obeyed.
And, finding the clothes-line and pole as he 
said,
She quickly returned and by means of the lat­
ter,
By standing on tip-toe ( ’twas no easy matter !), 
She held up the end of the rope so that he 
Could reach down and get it from up in the 
tree.
Then she stood there impatiently, wishing she 
knew
Just what ’twas that her cousin intended to do.
But he seemed by no means in suoh a hurry as 
she did.
Having gotten the rope, he quite coolly pro­
ceeded
To make a noose in it, and (still in no haste) 
Deliberately passed it about his own waist. 
Next, carefully dropping his knife to the ground 
He instructed Miss Muslin that, having un­
wound
Enough of the line, she should cut it off short, 
Tie the end round her waist, and walk off till 
’twas “  taut.”
‘ ‘ There," at length said Miltiades, “  that is all 
rig h t '
Now, just hang back upon it with all of your 
might
And walk slowly this way, by which means— 
don’t you see !—
You will let me down easily out o f the tree.”
So saying, without more ado, he let go,
While Miss Muslin began walking up very 
slow.
But she, pretty soon, f&und herself going 
somewhat faster
Than she wanted to go ; for our hero sur 
passed her
Very much, as may well be imagined, in weight, 
And began coming down at a marvelous rate.
Presently, all at once, lo ! our heroine found 
That her feet, as she ran, were scarce touching 
the ground;
And then—horrors !— she felt herself suddenly 
caught
From the earth altogether (the rope was too 
sh o rt!),
And, the next instant, there she was slowly 
ascending,
Giving vent all the while to screams really 
heart-rending,
Till, meeting her cousin in mid-air, she clung 
To him wildly— and then, both together, they 
hung
Some six feet from the ground, trying in vain 
to get free,
As funny a sight as one often may see.
At least so I ’m sure thought Abiathar Ann, 
Whd laughed from the door-step until the 
tears ran.
“ W e ll!” she cried, when at length she had 
helped them down, “  that’s 
A case very much like the ‘ Kilkenny Cats !’ 
Pray, how did you manage to get up there ?” 
“ W hy,”
Said Miltiades, heaving a very deep sigh,
“ I was showing my cousin a new kind of 
swing.
But I  can’t say I think very much of the 
thing ! "
— John Broienjohn in Wide Awake.
M ilto n 's  B oyhood.
He was sent at an early age to St. 
Paul’s school, which stood then as now 
in the rear of the great cathedral, a few 
steps distant from his father’s house ; 
and in these daily walks it was quite 
probable that the schoolboy sometimes 
saw Shakspcare and Ben Jonson on 
their way to those famous “ wit com­
bats ” at the Mermaid tavern in Bread 
street. At school Milton studied Latin, 
Greek and Hebrew, and finally added 
Italian to the ordinary studies, in all of 
which he excelled.
I  have said that the home influences 
of his childhood were of a gloomy kind, 
but there was one bright and cheerful 
element in the solemn household in 
Bread street— Milton’s father loved 
music ; he had composed a great deal, 
for that day, and was a skilful per­
former on the organ and bass viol. 
Young Milton learned them of his 
father, and the two passed many happy 
hours in the “ sweet harmonies of 
sound ”  which Milton loved all his life.
Above the scrivener’s shop was a. room 
devoted to various domestic uses ; there 
the father and son shared their music, 
and perhaps to this tuneful side of his 
boyhood he owed his first impulses to 
write verses. He must have begun very 
young, but his real fame came late in 
life.
In 1625 he was sent to Cambridge 
university, where his extreme beauty of 
pert on attracted immediate attention, 
and the students dubbed him “ the 
lady. ”  He must have been marvelously 
handsome at this time. He never lost a 
certain beauty, both of feature and ex­
pression, but in his early years he was 
more like a picture of beautiful, gentle 
youth, than its reality. He was tall and 
finely made, though slender, with a fair 
complexion, perfect regularity of fea­
ture, and light brown hair parted in the 
center and falling to his shoulders, ac­
cording to the fashion of the day. His 
dress was simple, of black velvet with 
the broad linen collar, and upturned 
wristbands of the period. He was 
soon known at college for his verses. 
Of his short pieces written at this time, 
one was on Shakspeare, with whose 
works, then recently published in book 
form, ho was very familiar. Among his 
other pieces were : “  At a Solemn Mu­
sic,”  “ Onthe Morning of Christ’s Na­
tivity,”  etc., all showing the extreme 
delicacy and refinement of Milton’s 
mind.
Indeed he is a striking figure when 
we look at the university of those days. 
Most of the students led rollicking, 
lawless, self-indulgent lives. Milton, 
with his gentle, pensive countenance, 
his grave demeanor, and his growing 
genius, seems to stand apart; does he 
not ? When he left Cambridge, he says 
himself, he found the meadows and roll­
ing hills covered with every variety of 
wild flower blooming in the hedgerows 
and fields. All this delighted young 
Milton, and he soon found cougenial 
society in the neighborhood. Ludlow 
castle, the residence of the Earl of 
Bridgewater, was near by, and not only 
was the family of the earl a pleasant 
one, but Henry Lawes, the musician, 
taught music in the household, and 
came frequently, as a guest, to Milton’s 
house. On one such occasion he told 
them of an accident which had happened 
to the young people of the earl’s family. 
While passing through Haywood forest 
on their way home, Lady Alice and her 
brother were benighted, and the young 
lady was for some time lost in the wood. 
This incident suggested to Milton his 
masque of Comus. He wrote the poetry, 
Lawes composed the music, and the 
earl had it performed at the castle, the 
young people themselves taking part.— 
Mrs. Lillie, in October Wide Awake.
Modern Samsons.
Iu the last century there lived in Eng­
land a man named Thomas Topham, 
who was renowned for his muscular 
power. He could, with ease, roll up in 
his fingers the pewter platters which 
were in fashion at that time, or strike an 
iron poker upon his arm until he bent it 
at a right angle. He took a bar of iron, 
and, placing it behind his neck, holding 
the two ends in his hands, he brought 
those ends forward until they met in 
front, then—a feat which required still 
more dexterity—he brought it straignt 
again in a similar manner. He is said 
to have lifted with his teeth, and held 
out for a time, a wooden table six feet 
long, and with half a hundred-weight at­
tached to one extremity. These per­
formances are recorded by Dr. Desagu- 
liers, a French scientific writer, who 
made it his business to investigate the 
subject personally, while collecting ma­
terial for one of his works. In 1744, 
being then thirty years of age, Topham 
went to Derby and obtained permission 
of the authorities to display his prowess 
in public. A stage was erected for him, 
and on this stage, among other perform­
ances, he raised three casks filled with 
water, the total weight of the three 
being 1,836 pounds, and it will be ob­
served that in doing it he brought the 
muscles of his neck and shoulders par­
ticularly into requisition. The muscu­
lar strength of his legs had been affected 
by an injury he sustained during an 
incautious experiment. He had under­
taken to pull against two horses from 
the trunk of a tree, but, being un­
scientific in his mode of exertion, 
and placing himself disadvantageous^, 
he was defeated, and his knee-pan was 
fractured. It was the opinion of Desa- 
guliers that, had he gone properly to 
work, Topham might have pulled suc­
cessfully against four horses instead of 
two. The two-horse feat was accom­
plished in the last century by a powerful 
individual, a German named Yon Ecke- 
burg. This man sat down on an in­
clined board, with his feet stretohed 
against fixed support, and two strong 
horses were unable to remove him from 
his position. Standing on a platform, 
like Topham, he sustained the weight of 
a large cannon round his waist, and, at 
another time, bending his body in the 
form of an arch, he allowed a stone of 
more than a foot in thickness to be 
broken upon his abdomen by the blow 
of a sledge-hammer. Of Maurice of 
Savoy, non of the Elector Augustus I I ., 
it is recorded that his strength of finger 
was so great that he could snap iron 
horse-shoes between his fingers like 
pieces of glass, and, on one occasion, 
finding himself in want of cork-screw, 
he took a long nail, and, with his 
fingers, twisted it round into the shape 
of the implement he required. Such 
are some of the feats which the human 
body is able to accomplish by muscular 
exertion.
There are few words with more mean­
ings than that of “ folio.”  When ap­
plied to a newspaper it means a four- 
page paper; when applied to a book it 
means one with sheets once folded; it is 
also a page in an account book; and, 
lastly, lawyers use the word to signify a 
certain number of words.
Leonie’s Aunt's Aunt.
FOUR CONVERSATIONS TELE THE STORY,
Conversation First takes place between 
Leonie Bell, a lovely blonde of 
eighteen, and her most intimate friend, 
Julie Cormier, a pretty brunette of 
the same age, on the morning of the 
third of September, 1878, in the room 
of the former, Fountain hotel, Undine 
Island.
Julie (just returned from the Cats­
kills, after an absence of three weeks, 
and now idly swinging back and forth 
in a low rocking-chair by the window). 
“ Oh, by-the-bye, Leonie, who was the 
lady who joined your party on the porch 
as I said my last farewell to you ?” 
L eonie. “  Which lady ? There were 
two shaking hands with Aunt Eleanor 
right and left at that sad moment. ” 
Julie. “ *S'ad moment. What a little 
humbug you are ! I  saw you laughing 
gayly with that silly Pauline Tracy be­
fore I  reached the corner. The tall, 
slender lady in silver-gray silk, with 
bonnet and gloves to match, I  mean. I 
think her eyes also matched. And she 
had pretty brown hair, a wonderfully 
bright smile, and a cameo face. ”
L eonie. “  Good gracious ! Julie, it is 
very evident you only glimpsed at her. 
If you’d looked longer and closer, you 
would have seen streaks of gray in the 
‘ brown hair ’ and wrinkles in the * cameo 
face. ’ She’s my aunt’s aunt, and over 
so old, in spite of the tall, graceful 
figure, wonderfully bright smile, and 
eyes to match her silver-gray dress. An 
old—in fact, a venerable— maid. Five- 
and-forty, if she’s a day. And goody- 
good to an extent most awfully awful. 
Believes in marrying for lov e ; thinks 
slang dreadful, and sleeveless dresses 
improper ; reads and remembers Car­
lyle, George Eliot, and the Brownings, 
and visits the poor. From all of which 
you may safely infer that she and I don’t 
pull well together.”
Julie (laughing). “ I should think 
not. But, Leonie, I must confess that 
I  never dreamed an old maid could be so 
pleasant to look upon. She might, for 
all her appearance betrays her, be the 
happiest of young married women. ’’ 
L eonie (giving her hair, which she is 
arranging before the mirror, an impa­
tient twist). “ Bother my aunt’s aunt! 
Why will you persist in talking about 
her when there are a hundred much 
more interesting things to talk about?” 
Julie. “  Rudolph Hall, for instance.” 
L eonie. “ Well, he’s a trifle better 
than the ‘ cameo ’ spinster. ”
Julie. “ Rumor, floating over the 
Catskill mountains, confided to the 
echoes your engagement to him.”  
L eonie. “ Rumor, as rumor often is, 
was wrong. I  am not and never shall be 
engaged to him.”
[Miss Julie Cormier opens Jier black 
eyes to their fullest extent, then opens 
her fan to its fullest extent, and slowly 
fans herself in silence. J 
L eonie (with a flash of eye lightning). 
“ W ell?”
Julie. “ Nothing/*
yj Leonie. “  ‘ Nothing,’ spoken in that 
ay, always means a great deal. Julie, 
your thoughts, or I ’ll drop my switch 
and pinch you !”
Julie. “ Haven’t you accepted his 
escort everywhere since we came here 
two months ago ? Haven’t you danced, 
driven, rode, walked, picnicked, sailed, 
played croquet, and gazed at the moon 
with him ? Haven’t you worn his favor­
ite flowers, sung his favorite songs, and 
ate his favorite ices ? Are you not 
[glancing at her hand] wearing the ring 
he gave you?”
L eonie (drawing the ring from her 
finger and dropping it into her pocket). 
“ No. Go on, Miss Cormier.”
Julie. “ And if your affair with Ru­
dolph was not—I  see I am to speak of 
it in the past tense—a bona-fide love 
affair, intended to end in a wedding, 
what was it ?”
L eonie. “ Only a double-dyed flirta- 
ion, my dear.”
Julie. “ And this ‘double-dyed flirta­
tion’—when did it begin to fade? It 
was as brilliant as ever when I  left here 
three weeks ago.”
L eonie (with mock seriousness). 
“ Three weeks is a very longtime Julie. A 
great many changes can take place in 
three weeks. It began to fade August 
the twentieth, late in the afternoon—I 
remember the date, because papa sent 
me a check in the morning—when Mr. 
Gillbradden, the millionaire, descended 
from his elegant carriage in front of the 
Fountain hotel, and asoended the hotel 
steps, looking the while at your unwor­
thy friend, who was framed in one of 
the drawing-room windows (I wore my 
morning-sky silk, with blush ribbons 
and roses), with eyes that said—you may 
guess what; and it grew three shades, at 
least, dimmer when he sought an intro­
duction, ten minutes after, my dear, to 
my aunt’s aunt, that he might through 
her be introduced to me. And it hadn’t 
a vestige of color remaining the next 
evening, when he never left my side 
(aunt had one of her bad headaches, and 
couldn’t leave her room, and your silver- 
gray Sister of Charity kept her company 
for three mortal hours. ”
Julie (with great emphasis). * ‘Leonie, 
he’s ever so old 1 In fact, venerable— 
sixty if lie’s a day.”
L eonie. “ Fifty-six his last birthday, 
dear. My maid asked his valet. And, 
after all, what does a few years more or 
less matter in a man ? The farther side 
of half a century may, it is true, be too 
far off for round dances, but then one 
would never want to dance round dances 
with one’s husband. You saw Mr. Gill- 
bradden at the breakfast table ?”
Julie. “ Scarcely. He was leaving 
the room as I  entered. I was late, you 
know.”
L eonie. “ Well, a glance was enough 
to show you that he is extremely dis­
tingue, and bears his years as lightly as 
though they were but half their number. 
And as for gallantry 1 Would that the 
young men who here do congregate 
would take a few lessons from him 1
They need them. The most delicious 
bonbons every morning, the most mag­
nificent bouquets every evening; all 
the new music—not that I ever ploy i t ; 
all the new books— not that I  ever read 
them. He treats mo like a spoiled 
child an only child—a princess. And 
I, really, Julie, I quite adore him. ”
Julie. “ Would you ‘ quite adore 
him ’ if he were not a millionaire ?”
L eonie. “ Julie, you are unkind. 
Indeed, you are. In your heart you 
are calling me mercenary. I assure 
you, on my word and honor, that I ’d 
quite adore him if he were only half a 
millionaire.”
Julie. ‘ ‘ But not if he were as poor as 
Rudolph Hall ?”
L eonie. “  Decidedly not. I could 
not live on five thousand a year. If I  
could—[sighing] Poor Rudolph 1”
Julie. “  Mr. Gillbradden’s proposal 
must have followed soon after his intro­
duction to you.”
L eonie, “  Oh, he hasn’t proposed 
yet. That is, not in words. But if, as 
they say, actions speak louder than 
words, he has asked me to marry him a 
dozen times. But the words are coming 
—I ’m sure of that. I see them trem­
bling on his lips. They will be here 
this afternoon. I  have promised to 
drive with him, and your congratulations 
may be ready a few moments before 
dinner.”
J ulie. “  And you really intend to say 
yes ?”
L eonie. “  ‘ Intend to say yes-!’ Good 
heavens ! would anyone say no ? Think 
of the diamonds, the pearls, the em­
eralds, the all sorts of precious gem s; 
the silks, the satins, the velvets ; the 
town house, the country house, the fast 
horses, the balls, the private theatricals, 
the box at the opera ; the visits to Lon­
don, Paris, Rome— all the world ! Say 
yes ?—I should think so.
Julie (glancing from the window). 
‘ “ See, the conquering hero comes 1’ 
You are right, Leonie, he is distingue. 
Tall, well-formed, erect, a little lame, 
but, take him for all and all, finer-look­
ing than half, perhaps three-quarters, 
of our younger men. He has a gorgeous 
posy, for you, 1 suppose, and he is 
walking with— she has a posy, too, of 
white lilies—with your aunt’s aunt.”
L eonie. “  The dear, good soul 
What greater proof of his devotion 
could you ask? Fancy his devoting 
hours to that old, old maid because 
[smiling at her reflection in the glass, 
and then at her friend] he can talk to 
her of me. The other women are wild 
with envy. They say—the nasty, spite­
ful things—that some member of the 
family is constantly on guard for fear 
he may escape. Escape, indeed ! Never 
was captive more in love with captivity. 
There, thank heaven! my hair is done 
at last. Fasten this crimson rosebud in 
the topmost puff, that’s a dear ! Mr. 
Gillbradden likes crimson roses. Ru­
dolph’s favorite’s favorites are— Dear 
me, how forgetful I am ! I  premised 
Rudolph an interview in the library 
this morning—he selected that place 
because nobody goes there—and I ’ve no 
doubt he’s waiting for me this very mo­
ment. I  do hope he’s going to be rea­
sonable. I hate tragedy—off the stage. 
What’s the time ?”
Julie. “  Quarter past eleven.”  
L eonie. “ Eleven was the appointed
sick or dying, or any other piece of news 
potent enough to turn a duet into a solo, 
or, more properly speaking, a dialogue 
into a monologue. Remember, I depend 
upon you ?”
Julie. “  Poor Rudolph!”
L eonie. “ Yes, it’s . very sad, but 
can’t be helped. By-bye.”
Conversation Second, between Leonie 
Bell and Rudolph Hall, in the library 
qf the Fountain hotel.
R udolph (who has been pacing the 
floor for half an hour, turns to Leonie as 
sbe enters the room). “ You are late.”  
L eonie. “  Only fifteen minutes. ”  
R udolph. “ Only fifteen minutes! 
They have seemed like hours to me.” 
L eonie. “ Have they? I ’m awfully 
sorry. I  forgot—that is ”—
R udolph (grasping her hand, and 
speaking with suppressed emotion). 
“ Leonie, did you ever love me? Or 
did you lie when you told me your heart 
was mine? For heaven’s sake explain 
your conduct. The last two weeks have 
seemed to me like a dreadful dream. 
When we have met, you have treated me 
with light indifference. You no longer 
wear my flowers—you no longer wear 
my ring. Only when I  wrote for the 
third time, demanding instead of be­
seeching it, did you grant this interview 
—you, whose blue eyes used to invite 
me to follow wherever you went. Leo­
nie, can it be possible—great heaven ! 
can it possible—that you, so young, so 
lovely, have thrown me over, to marry 
a man for his money, old enough to be 
your great-grandfather ?”
L eonie. “  Mr. Hall, you exaggerate. 
Mr. Gillbradden is not even old enough 
to be my grandfather.”
R udolph. “  Leonie, cease trifling, I 
beg you. How can you jest when I  am 
in torment ? Answer me, are all your 
fond words, your smiles, your promises, 
to go for nothing ? Am I, once your 
acknowledged lover ” —
L eonie (interrupting him, and wrest­
ing her hand away). “ To become my 
friend ?• Yes, if you will.”
Rudolph (with great indignation). 
“  Your friend ! Madam, from the grave 
of Love, murdered by Falsehood, Friend­
ship can never spring. I  shall think of 
you no more; or if I  do, it will be as of 
any other bauble that can be bought for 
gold.”
L eonie (flushing). “ Mr. Hall, you 
are rude.”
Rudolph. “  Miss Bell, it is truth that 
is rude—not I. Good-morning.”
Conversation Third. Miss Bell and Mr . 
Gillbradden in his carriage, A beau­
tiful and lonely road; the sun sinking 
in the west.
Gillbradden (leaning toward her with 
a smile, and speaking in a low voice).
“  Miss Leonie, I asked you to drive with 
me to-day for a particular purpose. I  
have something to say to you which is 
best said away from, as the poet has it, 
the garish crowd. And, in addition, I  
have a great favor to beg of you.
L eonie (modestly, her long lashes 
shading her lovely eyes). “  A favor to 
beg of poor me, Mr. Gillbradden ? It is 
granted.”
Gillbradden (smiling). “ Bless the 
innocent child 1 Well, my dear, will 
you have the patience to listen to a little 
story ?”
L eonie. “  I delight in little stories.”  
Gillbradden. “ But perhaps I did 
wrong to call it a story. It’s a bit of my 
autobiography. ”
L eonie (clapping her hands). “  Oh, 
that is much nicer 1 Pray go on.” 
Gillbradden. “  I  am, as you know, 
my dear, an old bachelor; not from 
choice, but because, until a few years 
ago, I  had an old father and mother and 
invalid sister dependent upon me, and 
unfortunately my fortune did not come 
to me until after their deaths. So you 
see, my dear, even if I had been so in­
clined, I  could not have married. But 
living in great seclusion, I met no wo­
man who approached my ideal—for I  
had an ideal, as I  suppose every single 
man has, if he will but confess it—and 
consequently was spared the temptation. 
Well, Miss Leonie, after tardy fortune 
had at last made up her mind to shower 
her golden gifts upon me, I  traveled all 
over Europe, meeting and liking many 
lovely women ; but when I thought of 
love—Don’t laugh my dear.”
L eonie. “ Nothing was farther from 
my thoughts. You make a oharming 
story-teller. You said when you thought 
of love—”
G illbradden. “ Yes—love (for nei­
ther romance nor happiness, as some 
writer says, neither love nor mental 
youth is a matter of years, and, after all, 
we are only as old as we feel, and cer­
tainly no older than we look), my heart 
came back to my native land, and I saw 
again the face of my dream-wife. And 
then I felt, my dear, she waited for me 
there. A month or two ago I returned 
to America, and the fate that ordained 
us for each other led me to this plaoe. 
Here I  found her—the perfeot realiza­
tion of my dreams. And although only 
two weeks have passed since I met her 
first smile, I  have sped so well in my 
wooing that to-day I know that she is to 
be my wife in reality, and make, God 
willing, the Indian summer the brightest 
time of all my life.”
L eonie (drooping toward him). “ No 
woman could claim a prouder title.”  
Gillbradden (kissing her hand). “  It 
gives me great joy to hear you say so. 
[Looking at his watch]. But we must 
return ; it is later than I thought.—-John 
[to the coachman,] back to the hotel as 
soon as possible.—And now, my dear, 
for the favor : will you go to town with 
me to-morrow—I ’m as ignorant as a boy 
about such matters—and help me to 
! select the bridal gifts ? There will be 
also your own costume to choose, and 
that of Miss Cormier, who, of oourse, 
will act as second bride-maid.”
L eonie (suddenly sitting very up­
right). “ My costume! Miss Cormier 
second bride-maid 1 ”
[There are but two or three more sen­
tences exchanged between the lady and 
gentleman before the drive is ended. ]
Conversation Fourth. Short but nofc 
sweet. Time just before dinner. 
Place, Miss Cormier’s room in Foun­
tain hotel.
Miss Bell (rushing into the room 
with flushed cheeks and sparkling eyes). 
“  Where’s Rudolph ? ”
J ulie (in astonishment). “  Why, 
what a strange question to ask me ? 
But I can tell you where he is not—in 
the Fountain hotel. He left here an 
hour ago. Am I  to congratulate you 7* 
L eonie (laughing hysterically). “  Ha! 
ha ! congratulate me ! Oh yes, certainly, 
if you wish to congratulate me on hav­
ing been the greatest little fool that 
ever existed! Julie [solemnly], if ever 
you tell, I ’ll never, never, never speak 
to you again ! ”
Julie. “ Tell what? That you have 
been the greatest little fool ?”
L eonie (speaking very fast). “ He 
didn’t propose—he never thought of 
proposing—to me. He is not in love, 
and never has been—with me. On the 
contrary, he is wildly m love, impetuous 
youth! and has proposed to somebody 
else. Oh, Rudolph, if you but knew 
how quickly you have been avenged ! 
And he wants me to select her bridal 
gifts.”
Julie. “  And the wildly loved ?”  
L eonie. “ The diamonds, pearls, em­
eralds, rubies, and all sorts of precious 
gems; the silks, the satins, the velvets, 
and all sorts of costly fabrics; the pri­
vate theatricals, the opera-box”—
Julie (impatiently). “ W ell?” 
L eonie. “ The town house, the coun­
try house, the yacht, the fast horses, the 
tours to Europe, have all”— (pausing 
for breath).
Julie (prompting her). “ Have all?”  
L eonie. “  Been offered to my aunt’s 
aunt 1”—Harper's Bazar.
The Levant Herald  says that the word 
pasha means “  the feet of the shah,”  
and that the application of it to officials 
is as old as the time of Cyrus. He call­
ed his judges his “  tongues,” his police 
agents his “  ears,” his tax gatherers his 
“  hands,”  his officers charged with the 
administration of internal affairs his 
“ eyes,”  and his warrior chiefs his 
“ feet.”
Plans for a railway up Vesuvius have 
been completed and the work is to be 
begun at once. The cars will be drawn 
by a wire rope, moved by a stationary 
engine. The road is to be ready within 
a year.
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Strangling the Fev$r.
The glad tidings come up from the 
South, “ Yellow Jack is dying’ *— Jack 
Frost has given him his death-wound, 
and he only wants a little time, and is 
gone— aye, gone ! But will he never
return ? Facts show that he does not 
die— but sleeps. W e have before us
a letter dated New Orleans, August, 
1847, to a citizen o f Phillips, from 
which we quote : “ It is the sickliest 
time seen here for many years. I 
have no doubt the deaths run from 
100 to 150 per day. The whole city 
seems in mourning.”  W e also have 
authority from a reverend gentleman, 
who resided in the South for sixteen 
years, eleven o f which were epidemic 
years, during which over one hundred 
thousand people died, one quarter o f  the 
vast number being persons from the 
North.
We do not know the number o f 
deaths the past season ; but they are 
numbered by thousands— some o f the 
large cities contributing to the death 
list over a thousand souls, while re­
mote places, thinly settled localities 
and secluded hamlets have not been 
unvisited by the destroyer. Mourn­
ing is in nearly every household o f the 
South, while the heart o f  the North 
mourns for the afflicted, and has re­
sponded in various ways to their wants. 
Pity is in our heart, and compassion 
for the smitten, but thankful should 
the people of the North be to a kind 
Providence and natural causes which 
keep from us this terrible affliction.
And yet, people are dissatisfied with 
the North. “ A  country is without 
honor save among its own prophets,” 
is a slight perversion from the remarks 
o f  a young orator, and a great deal is 
contained in this perversion. Men, 
young and old— principally the former 
— get discouraged and dissatisfied with 
home and friends, and think they will 
try the West or South. The West 
—  with its fever and ague, to give the 
shakiug they wish had beeu adminis­
tered before they started ; mixed so­
ciety, from all nations ; plagues, tem 
pests, hurricanes and overcrowded in­
dustries. The South— with a fearful 
death menacing every new-comer— all 
courted for a new home, where an un­
easy soul may rest secure from the pet­
ty trials one must needs encounter ev­
erywhere.
In many localities the people ari 
better off when rid o f the malcontents ;I , 7
yet the majority o f them are the young 
and inexperienced, who are easily per­
suaded to believe that most any other 
place offers better inducements for an 
easy living than home. How many 
noble young men annually go out from 
among their friends and home,to some 
distant place, to struggle against or 
with the masses for a living ! The 
eases are few where betterment is 
found, and but for pride scores would 
return to the old home o f their birth.
Then let us do our duty, and try 
and hold our own. and win back the 
wanderers, and keep them where there 
is peace and plenty and room enough 
for all.
tdiPUniversalist sociable this Sat­
urday evening, at. the hall.
ggs should be quoted at 18 cts. 
per dozen.
“Versus.”
W e regret to learn from a citizen o f 
Strong that the railroad meetings 
lately held at Strong and Phillips were 
slimly attended and that the interest 
in the proposed road seems to be dy­
ing out.—  Chronicle.
Last week we announced that the 
prospect for the proposed railroad 
never looked better. The same is 
true this week. The statement was 
copied into many papers, having the 
common welfare o f the community at 
heart. (The Chronicle did not notice 
the remark.) People far and wide 
rejoiced to know the good work was 
prospering— and will be so still.—  
What objections can there be to open­
ing up this delightful country to the 
world, and placing it on a par with its 
less attractive cotemporaries ? Here 
is a large and fertile country —  all 
Franklin— with only the terminus o f a 
railroad located within its borders, 
coming through the town o f  Jay and 
a corner o f Wilton, and stopping as it 
reaches the Sandy River— or rather 
after crossing it. This river not be­
ing navigable, nor even presenting any 
transportation facilities, isn’ t o f any 
account, save as a water power, and 
this water power is all beyond the lim­
its o f Farmington proper, and is util­
ized both above and below that pretty 
village. N o county in the State has 
a wider range o f farming lands, lum­
ber regions, granite ledges, slate quar­
ries, and above all, more— or the half 
— attractions to summer tourists, than 
Franklin ; and nearly ail this is beyond 
the limits o f the railroad.
The road as now just touches the 
centre o f  the lower portion of the coun­
ty, making Farmington the central 
point, which it will always be o f that 
section o f the county. An extension 
o f the road to Phillips, will bring the 
road a distance o f nearly twenty miles 
through the centre o f the county over 
the most traveled portion, in the di­
rection o f  the lakes, and will bring 
quick transportation facilities to the 
doors of North Farmington, Strong, 
Avon and Phillips ; bring New Vine­
yard a third nearer ; Freeman,Salem, 
Kingfield, Madrid and Rangeley twen­
ty miles nearer, and Weld would un­
doubtedly be better accommodated.
Farmington, now rightfully enjoying 
the centre o f trade and transporta­
tion, while losing the importance o f  
the “ terminus,”  would undoubtedly 
gain advantages she now knows not of, 
and we doubt not, as a whole, the 
town desires the extension o f the road 
to this place. Yet small souls can not 
look beyond their own advantage?, and 
hence we find now and then one to 
cast some such missile as a bucket o f 
cold water at the enterprise, aud when 
an old established paper takes upon 
itself a task o f this nature, though 
prefaced with regrets, it overlooks its 
duty to its constituents in the locality 
to be benefited by such an enterprise. 
The Chronicle man, in looking out for 
his own interests, neglects those of his 
village— the advantages that would 
come to them by having a railroad 
from the upper county bringing two­
fold the trade from that section, and 
many other advantages not necesary 
to state, because well known to men 
of thought.
Now and then, “ a man from 
Strong,”  or elsewhere, may be sup­
posed to think the interest flagging, es­
pecially if he is worth money and 
don’t want to invest a cent to help 
build up his locality ; or perhaps some 
one who finds the survey was on the 
other side o f the river, or didn’t quite 
touch him, that he might get damages.
Come now, let us look out and be­
yond our puny selves, and help lift up­
on this noble enterprise, which is to 
benefit the richest aud the poorest, ac­
cording to the uses they make of it. 
Let us also try aud lift up some o f 
these unregenerated souls to a higher 
plane o f usefulness, and induce them 
to help others while they would help 
themselves.
A note his been received from J . 
W. Miller, formerly o f  Skowhegau, 
who is now in Jefferson City, Monta­
na. He says that the times are very 
hard, aud every Maine man would be 
glad to get back if  they had money 
enough to bring them back.— E x.
T h a t  V is it  :— We see by the papers 
a large delegation o f prominent rail­
road gentleman have visited this 
county recently to look over the 
grouud, aud to determine the feasi­
bility of a narrow gauge 'road front 
Mattawamkeag to somewhere in the 
county ; also that these gentlemen 
were to ride from Presque Isle to Mat­
tawamkeag to view the landscape o’er. 
Some reports say that a road is pro­
posed built directly here, while others 
have it that the road will leave Dan- 
forth, come to Iloullton, from there to 
Woodstock and the N . B. Railway. 
Now it may be true that a road is to 
be built as indicated, though we don’t 
propose to get excited over it. W e 
are a little incredulous about this mat­
ter o f railroads from Bangor. It may 
be only a coincidence, but we have no­
ticed that as soon as Presque Isle talks 
o f a railroad, directly come startling 
reports about the early construction of 
a road from Bangor. The time has 
gone by when Nothern Aroostook will 
wait for Bangor.— North Star, Presque 
Isle, Aroostook Co.
Just about as we had thought, Bro. 
Parker. The knowledge o f  Aroos­
took goes no farther North thau Houl- 
ton, as a general thing ; and we’ve no 
doubt a^iranch will be built from Dan- 
forth to Houlton— which will amount 
to about as much, for the Northern 
part, as a second back door. The 
lower part o f Aroostook County is not 
a comparison with the portion above 
Houlton, and the road should come 
from Presque Isle, down through Mars 
Hill, Blaine, Bridgewater, Monticello 
aud Littleton to Houlton, and then on 
to Dauforth— passing through these 
excellent farming lands, thickly set­
tled, and the more so as Presque Isle 
is approached. From Houltou to 
Presque Isle is less than fifty miles, 
aud the latter is due North from the 
former. The proposed route from 
Presque Isle and Northern Aroostook 
is about as follows : 12 miles North
to Caribou ; 15 East to the St. John 
River, N . B. ; about 45 miles South­
east to Woodstock Junction : thence 
Southwest 15 or 20 miles to Wood- 
stock, N . B., and DeBec Junction, 
and again taking the back track— 8 
miles or so, Northwest to Houlton ; 
thence direct to Danforth, and a feas­
ible route to Bangor. This little 
journey from Presque Isle to Houlton 
is accompanied by but three changes 
o f cars, and all in the last twenty-five 
miles’ journey !
Those R. R. men should go and 
complete their “ visit.”  N o two sec­
tions o f  the State are more deserving 
of a railroad than Nor& Franklin and 
Northern Aroostook.
In regard to the amount of business 
coming over this road from Northern 
Aroostook and through New Bruns­
wick, a letter from W . C. Burpee, 
station agent at Fort Fairfield, gives 
the following as the business o f that 
station for the mouth o f October, less 
three d a y s : Shipped 609,000 lbs. 
starch, 17,000 bushels potatoes, 1,600 
thousand shingles, 9 cars R. R. ties 
aud 5 cars general freight— making 
in all 131 cars freight.
Maysville has voted $6000 to aid 
the narrow gauge railroad to Caribou. 
This ensures the completion o f the 
road.
One o f the most daring robberies 
ever committed in this country came 
ofif in New York last Sunday morning. 
At six o ’clock seven masked men en­
tered the janitor’s room of the Man­
hattan Savings bank, with revolvers in 
hand, hancuffed him and his wife, tied 
his mother-in-law to the bedstead, then 
took the janitor down stairs to the 
door o f the bank aud under threats ot 
instaut death made him give up the 
keys and reveal the combination of 
the safe lock. After two hours work 
they reached the vault and rifled it o f  
$2,747,700 in bonds and cash and got 
oil with the plunder. This is the 
boldest robbery ever committed in 
this country— in the great city o f New 
York and in broad day light.
A  London despatch says it is under­
stood that the action of the Russians 
in buying and building ships o f war 
and contracting for supplies o f  muni­
tions o f w'ar in the United States has 
formed the subject o f a recent cor­
respondence between the Marquis o f  
Salisbury and the American Secretary 
o f State, in which the former takes a 
very high tone aud insists that the 
United States will be held to a very 
strict accountability on the principles 
laid down ou the question o f neutral­
ity by Secretary Evarts’s predecessor, 
and which received a torinal sanction 
in the three rules adopted by the Joint 
Commission at Geneva.
The 'rimes says that a number o f 
the prominent citizens of Bath have 
been investigating the coal indications 
near Fort Popham and have found 
good indications o f a mine o f this 
valuable material. They have organ­
ized a company and commence work 
at once. Men and tools were shipped 
the 21st ult., to work the mine.
Latest News by Telegraph,
— TO THE-----
P H O N O G R A P H L  
Fatal Accident.
Auburn. N ov . 1.
Mrs. Fanny Tower, o f  this city, 
died yesterday, from the effects ot in­
haling chloroform, which had been 
spilled upon her bed clothes, after she 
had dropped asleep.
Fever and Famine.
New York, N ov. 1.
The ravages of cholera, small pox 
and malignant fever, aggravated by 
starvation, are said to be depopulating 
M orocco. The Jews and Europeans 
have fled from Tangier.
The Heathen Chinee.
New York, N ov. 1.
Advices from Ilong Kong state that 
Chinese pirates attacked in force the 
residences of wealthy citizens, but the 




T w o freight trains collided on the 
Grand Trunk Railroad, near Toronto, 




The President has appointed Thurs­
day, the 28th day o f November, as a 
day of National Thanksgiving and 
praise.
Miscellaneous.
Eugland has sent her ultimatum to 
Afghanistan, and it is believed a 
general advance will shortly be made.
William Cowerd shot Adolph Shep­
ard dead in Huston, Texas, for charg­
ing him with stealing a mule.
Ileman & C o ., bankers, o f  Chicago, 
have failed, owing many Catholic 
charities large deposits.
A  school teacher in Thompson, Pa., 
was found dead in a school house, out­
raged, and her tongue cut out, by 
tramps. She lived long enough to 
describe them on a black board.
Medical men differ as to the truth 
of the .statement that frost kills yellow 
fever. But certain it is that the ap- 
pearence o f what is called a black 
frost in the South is coincident with 
the disappearance of the pestilence. 
In popular belief Black Jack has con­
quered Yellow .lack. Whatever 
view we take o f  the medical contro­
versy, o f the merits o f which most o f 
us know nothing, we all, doctors and 
doctored, rejoice alike that the scourge 
has been taken away. The pestilence 
is virtually at au end. There may be 
some deaths yet o f those who have 
already contracted the fever, though 
undoubtedly the death-list will be short, 
and few i f  any new cases will be heard 
of. The refugees who fled the infected 
section are already returning to their 
homes in crowds, the deserted cities 
are again filling up, the harvest fields 
are giving o f their abundance to the 
laborer, and the tide ot trade is again 
in flow. Soon the great epidemic of 
1878 will be but a bitter memory 
— Press.
Dr. Spears, under arrest as accessory 
to the murder o f Mrs. Whitman ot 
Charlestown, Mass., while he chafes 
under his confinement,says he’d rather 
rot in his cell than not come out with 
a clean, untarnished record before the 
public. There is little if any evidence 
to hold him, and that he will be ac­
quitted there is hardly any doubt. 
It was stated Monday that he would, 
in the event o f  a discharge, be re-ar- 
rested as a government witness against 
the girl. His counsel are very anx­
ious that the government show its 
hand, so far as their client is concerned, 
that he may no longer be in confine­
ment. They would have pushed an 
arraignment Monday, but do not care 
to impair the girl’s case by a separate 
arraignment. It is the general belief 
that, even if the girl is guilty, the tes­
timony is not strong enough to convict 
her, and, if she does not criminate her­
self, which is not a probable event, she 
will have to be acquitted. There is, 
undoubtely, evidence enough to hold 
her, and bind the case over to the high 
court, and the arraignment will be 
only of a preliminary character.
tdP^We have received the first num­
ber of the Maine Temperance Journal, 
published at Portland, by the Temper­
ance Alliance. It should be sustained 
by the temperance people o f Maine.—  
Price $2.00 per year.
* The Maine Beet Sugar Refinery is 
at work, aud beet sngar will now be in 
order.
Howard Milliken’s store at Salmon 
Falls was burned Saturday morning. 
Loss small.
The Skowhegau Reporter has a new  
dress and presents a greatly improved 
appearance.
A  levee at Damariscotta for the 
benefit o f  the survivors o f  the ship 
Mable Clark nefted over $100.
The Seaside Cottage at Goose 
Rocks, the property o f Mrs. Joseph 
Cleaves, was burned Friday evening. 
Loss $500.
The farm barn and contents owned 
by C. B. Lovejoy, o f  Belgrade, were 
destroyed by fire the 21st inst. Loss 
$800 ; partially insured.
The Methodists o f  Augusta, celebrat­
ed the 50th anniversary o f  the building 
and dedication o f their church, last 
Saturday, Sunday and Monday.
The house o f Timothy Southard 
o f  Bangor was destroyed by fire the 
night o f  the 24th inst. Cause un­
known. Insured for $800 in the 
Springfield.
Ex-M ayor Ham o f  Lewiston had a 
ton o f  freight from Fort Fairfield last 
week, and the fieight was 58 cents per 
hundred pounds— about twice as much 
as the cost o f freight by carload from 
Chicago to Lewiston. So long as 
freight has to make the grand rounds 
o f  the province o f New Brunswick be­
fore reaching Lewistou, freight com ­
munication between Aroostook coun­
ty and Lewiston must be practically 
cut ofif. What is now wanted is a 
more direct ront from some point in 
Maine on the European & North 
American railroad into Aroostook 
county.— Journas.
T he Hart M urder C ase .— Mr. 
A lv in R. Duutou, an expert in baud- 
writiug, who was a witness for the de­
fence in the recent trial o f  Hart for 
the murder of Mrs. Meservey at St. 
G eorge, publishes a statement in the 
Camden Herald explaining bis testi- 
Mnoney. He says that he testified be­
fore the grand jury that the anony­
mous letters were in Hart’s handwrit­
ing because they wrere in the same 
handwriting as a log book which was 
represented to have beeu written by 
Hart. Later he compared the hand­
writing o f  A . K. Meservey, a brother- 
in-law o f  Hart, with that in the log 
book aud became satisfied that they 
were the same. He alleges what will 
require a good deal more evidence to 
make people believe, that on stating 
this conclusion to the county attorney, 
the latter offered him money not to 
testify, aud also that the counsel for 
the prisoner did not pillow him to tell 
the whole truth and that the presiding 
judge took no notioe o f  his request to 
be allowed to correct his testimony.
Occasionally there has appeared in 
the daily papers a few lines stating 
that the sad sight was witnessed on 
the streets o f  a boy in a state o f  in­
toxication. No one probably had any 
idea that there is a regular organiza­
tion here o f  a gang o f  boys, from ten 
to fifteen years o f  age, whose object 
is to get liquor at any and all hazards.
It appears that these boys have 
take the name o f “ The Sheriffs,”  from 
the fact that they watch for the arrival 
o f liquor, or beer, b j' railroad train, 
or boat, intended for dealers in these 
contraband goods. They put out 
their spies and see where it is de­
posited after it has been carried to 
the owner’s dwelling or shop. In 
many cases the owner lives near the 
place whare he has stored the poison, 
perhaps just across the street. Some­
times it is placed in bottles which are 
scattered in various hiding-places; 
for instance in an old boot-leg that 
lies apparently rotting away in a back 
yard. These little imps keep a sharp 
eye on the bottles, ^unsuspected o f 
course, and when a favorable moment 
arrives, steal them and carry them 
to the chief o f the gang, who dis­
tributes the booty impartially to his 
followers dow n on the wharves, where 
the gamins get drunk and try to sleep 
off their potations.
Sometimes these children commit reg 
ular burglaries in order to secure their 
illicit beverage. Last Tuesday night 
they committed three several breaks 
in the hope of getting either whiskey 
or beer, one near the Boston railroad 
stations, one on Cotton street, and 
one on Centre street, and yet this is 
only one night out o f  three hundred 
and sixty-five. “ T i e Sheriffs,”  as 
they are called, are those that work 
the jobs, but the numbei o f  boys who 
rely upon them for their liquor it 
would be difficult to estimate.
lh e  police are now looking out tor 
the “ Sheriffs,”  who, as fast as they 
are apprehended, will be sent to the 
Reform school during their manoritv. 
— A dvertiser.
— Schools close next week.
— Fall leaves with November.
— The season o f “ slosh” is near at 
hand.
— The summer is gone— the harvest 
is ended.
— Snow on the mountains, Tuesday 
morning.
— The soul-stirring serenaders were 
out Thursday night.
— The season o f surprise parties 
is round and about us.
— The railroad fever is not yet 
strangled— nor choked.
— The first freeze o f any account, 
Monday night— ground solidified.
— Weddings— tin, silver, and other­
wise, are now the order o f the day.
— We always respected the un­
biassed opinion o f the Portland Press.
— Capt. Robinson is now in Boston, 
looking up new stock,,for his furniture 
store.
— L. F. Voter’s spool factory, at 
New Vineyard, has renewed opera­
tions. »
— Misery loves company— we should 
think jealousy would be a close com­
panion.
— Our subscription list increases 
rapidly— averaging twenty-five per 
week, so far.
— W e have on hand two communi­
cations, from boys o f 14, which we 
shall publish soon.
— Consistency— A  man finding a 
lost article in our village, goes to Far­
mington to advertise it.
— Strong has thus far taken forty- 
odd shares in the S. R . R. R ., P. H .
Stubbs, Esq., having twenty.
— The promptness and willingness 
with which our subscribers and pat­
rons pay up, is very encouraging.
— The officers o f  Portland are doing 
their duty manfully in seizing and de­
stroying liquor by the wholesale.
— W e learn that Deacon Reuben 
Cutler, o f Farmington, started tor his 
winter home iu Georgia, Monday.
— When a lawyer asks you many 
questions— your Christian name etc., 
— look out ; he may be making up a 
case.
— The Methodist circle,at Mrs. But­
terfield’s Thursday evening, was en­
joyed by about seventy persons, old 
and young.
— The lost cape, spoken o f by us 
last week, is advertised as found, in 
the Chronicle o f this week, by a man 
in Freeman.
— Old Blue is getting patriotic—  
red leaves, the white snow and her 
own deep shade o f blue give us the 
insignia of the old flag.
— A monster blood beet— which 
hardly can be beat— was brought in 
recently by Mr. Warren Stevens, o f 
No 6. It is as large as a good-size’d 
youngone.
— Legal advertisments from the up­
per portion o f the county will be just 
as legal, and published as reasonably 
in the P h o n o g r a p h  as in any other 
publication.
— The steam whistle at Strong was 
distinctly heard here, Thursday morn­
ing. Another season it. will be heard 
at every street crossing between here 
and Farmington.
— E. S. Barns informs us that he 
has gathered this fall, 675 bushels o f 
apples from his trees— more than in 
five years before. One tree bore 
twenty-five bushels.
— A  gentleman from Strong, who 
was in Portland one day last week, 
very easily obtained five subscriptions 
for shares in the proposed railroad, 
though on other business.
— Personalities are not courted by 
us, and never will be indulged in, save 
where the public interest is involved 
— and then we shall be there to back 
up public interest every time.
— Mr. George R. Ilinkley brought 
us a bunch of ripe strawberries last 
week, which were as lucious as any. 
Mr. Ilinkley’s children picked enough 
for a good mess he informs us.
— At Rangeley, last week, we no­
ticed the store of Geo. Young & Co., 
was filled completely with a general 
stock o f desirable goods. Appearances 
were that they are doing a large busi­
ness.
— W e understand that the house 
and full set o f farm buildings, belong­
ing to Mr. Edward S. Bangs, in Free­
man, were destroyed by fire Tuesday 
morning, last. The buildings were 
valued at about $2,000, and were in­
sured for only 800. The contents of 
the barns were also destroyed.
—It is snowing as we go to press. 
— The continued warm weather beats 
the oldest inhabitants.— Chronicle.
— We would acknowledge a kind 
invitation to visit the Indian Rock 
House, another season, which we shall 
be sure to avail ourself of. Mr. Rich­
ardson was in town and called on us 
Wednesday.
— We neglected to state last week 
that the (Jniversalist sociable, at the 
hall, Oct. 19th, was made very in­
teresting by a farce, which was pre­
sented very acceptably by several 
young ladies.
— W e regret to learn from a citizen 
o f Strong that the railroad meetings 
lately held at strong and Phillips were 
slimly attended and that the interest 
in the proposed road seems to be dying 
out—  Chronicle.
— The Universalist Ladies’ Aid Soci­
ety met with Mrs. Phinney, Saturday 
evening, Oct. 26. The house was 
nearly full and a good time was en­
joyed by all. Some very fine reading 
were given by Mr. L. M . Perkins and 
Miss (Jeorgie Wilbur.
— What an excellent thing it would 
be, just now, if some philanthropic 
soul should “ up and dust,”  and be­
queathe some thousands to the S. R. 
R. R. stock. Come, now, some one, 
immortalize yourself by a gift which 
shall fall upon every mother’s sou who 
inhabits North Franklin. W e’d do it, 
ourself, but-----------.
— The sons and daughters, nephews, 
nieces and grandchildren o f Luke 
Chandler, Esq., (formerly of Perkins 
Plantation, now o f  Wilton, N. H .,) 
who reside in Weld, Perkins Planta­
tion and Wilton, Me., paid the aged 
couple a visit last week. The party 
when complete numbered 60. The 
oecasioi? was the 50th anniversary of 
their marriage.
— The Phillips P h o n o g r a ph  has a 
very bright and good-natured little 
turn o f the Press paragraph concern­
ing new papers. I f the P h o n o g r a p h  
continues to take hold o f things in the 
same pleasant and spicy fashion, it 
will thoroughly establish its right to 
existence.— Portland Press.
May we all live long and prosper, 
is the desire o f yours truly.
— Drs. R oyce & Converse have been 
doctoring the sick and suffering in our 
County for some time with much suc­
cess— as far as their fees are con­
cerned, we judge, from the fact that 
they took away from Phillips some­
thing over one hundred dollars. W hy 
will people swallow every quack nos­
trum presented, no matter how high 
the price? We know no other reason 
than that they advertise largely.
— Mr. Bradford Rollins, for many 
years a resident of Weld, leaves town 
this week for Fort Fairfield, where he 
has purchased a farm, and purposes 
to reside. Mr. Clarence Rollins has 
also gone there to spend the winter, 
with the expectation o f making it his 
home........... Messrs. Austin & San­
born have just completed a new steam 
dry house, for drying wood for the 
manufacture o f spools and dowels.
W .
— Am ong our many exchanges, we 
have the Portland Daily Advertiser, 
Sunday Times, Transcript and Maine 
State Press; Augusta Farmer and 
Banner; Rockland Free Press, Cour­
ier. Gazette and O pinion; Lewiston 
Journal, Farmington Chronicle, D ex­
ter Gazette, Anson Advocate, Ells­
worth American, North Star (Presque 
Isle), Belfast Journal, Lewiston G a­
zette, Maine Temperance Journal, and 
others.
— W e have neglected to state here­
tofore, that the Mountain View House, 
at the lakes, and of)which we gave an 
illustration in No. 2, has since the il­
lustration was made been greatly im­
proved by the addition o f a large “ an­
nex,”  making the house about double 
its former capacity. Mr. Kimball is 
now building still another addition, to 
accommodate the laundry, &c. A  
large stable was built during the sum­
mer. This fall the shores have been 
cleared about the house, and a hand­
some stone wall or abutment is being 
built about the water's .edge.
— Our correspondent (J .)  writes 
from Perkins Plantation that the storm 
o f the 23d ult. did much damage in 
that vicinity. The bridge near L. F. 
Chandlers’ was damaged to to an ex­
tent that rendered it unsafe. The 
flume o f the mill owned by Chas. 
Woodward & Co., was carried away. 
The road that has just been repaired 
was washed very badly, but was im­
mediately repaired............Cider presses
are now at work causing good demand 
for vinegar barrels.. .Potatoes seem to 
be the paying crop this year at seventy 
five cents a bushel............A  Mr. Ste­
vens has purchased a farm in this vi­
cinity known as the Battles place, 
which lias been vacated for nearly a 
year. It is somewhat more encourag­
ing to see people moving into a place 
than out o f it.
The store of John F. Moore in 
North Newfield wasfcdestroyed by fire 
with its contents, Saturday morning. 
When the safe was examined it was 
found locked, but the knob was 
broken short off. The books were 
found all right, but $1000 which Mr. 
Morse had deposited in the safe 
the night before was missing. 
W agon tracks were visible leading 
from the vicinity of Mr. Moore’s store, 
and they were followed as far as Ross 
corner, where the trail was lost. Mr. 
Moore’s loss is not known.
Receipts for the Phonograph.
Under this heading we shall give, each week 
all receipts for the paper, for the past week.— 
Any person having paid in their subscription, 
and their name and credit not appearing, will 
please notify us at once. »
FOR WKKK ENDING NOVEMBER 2.
Phillips and Aron.—$ 150: G H Hamlin, W 
H Leavitt, Wm U Wheeler, J H Davenport 
75cts.: John E Wood, E A Williams, Chas S 
Phillips
37 cts.: Orrin Dill 
Strong.—75 cents: Stephen Morrill 
Rangeley— $1 50: John B Lamb, C T Rich­
ardson, Daniel Hoar 
Madrid.—IS cts : Benj Powers 
A  ugusta—75 cents : D M Davenport 
Portland.—75cents: Rev A S Ladd 
Miscellaneous.—$1 00: Alfred Taylor, Mrs H 
J G Croswell, 75 cents.
Phillips Pri<*c Current.
Corrected every Friday.
Apples—cooking. 15 @25; eating, 30 @ 50; dried
Beam—yellow eyes, 7 quart; pea, 8 
Rutter—first quality, 18 ®20 ¥  lb.
Cheese—Factory. 10 ¥  tb. Home made 11.
Coffee—Rio, 18 i@ 25 ¥  tb; Java, 30 <j 35 
Com—Western 75 @ 80 
Flour—5.00 87.50 ¥  bbi
Fish—dry cod, 5 if tt>; pollock, 3; hake, 4; rock 
cod, 4
Lard—pail, 11 tt>; tierce, 10
Molasses—40 a 55 ¥  gallon
Sugar— granulted, 11 ¥  tb; cut loaf, 12; coffee- 
crushed, 9>i; standard yellow, 9 
Tea—Japan, 50 a 00 ¥  tb; Oolong, 35 g 60 
Potatoes—65al0 ¥  bushel 
Oats—35 ¥  bushel
Reef—by the hundred, 5.00 @ 7.00; steak 10 a 14 
¥  tb; roasts, 7 @ 10; corned, 4 s 6 
Poultry—chickens, 8 g 12 ¥  tb; turkeys, 12; or­
dinary fowls, 7 @ 10
Pork—roast, 8 @ 9 ¥  tb; round hog, 5; clear salt 
pork, 8 g 10; hams, 10 @ 12 
Mutton—6 g 8 t? tt>; spring lamb, 6 a 10 
Veal Steak—12if tb: roast. 6 @ 8 
Nutmegs—8 ¥  oz 
Starch—10 g 12 
Soda—6 a 8 
Cream Tartar—40 4? tb 
Dried Currants—10 ¥  tb 
Raisins- 10 s 12 
Onions—3 -p tb 
Vinegar—35 'fc*1 gallon 
Pickles—8 if tb 
Rice—8 a 10 ¥  lb 
Kerosene Oil -20 @ 2S i? gallon
[The above prices are at retail.]
PRODUCE MARKET.
A i<pies— Winter, No. 1 ,1.00gl.50 ¥  barrel; dried 
3 so
Beans— yellow eyes, 1.75 ® 1.90; pea, 1.85 @2.00;
medium, 1.65 ■§*’ bushel ,
Eggs—16 if' dozen 
Hay—10.00 if ton; straw, 5.00 
Oats—30 S 35 ¥  bushel 
Potatoes—60 a 65 
Wood—hard 2.00 @ 2.25 ¥  cord 
Pelts—50 @ 1 00 
Hides—
Wool—33 s  351? tb
Portland Mai’ket.
T h ursday , Oct. 31.
Apples—1 00 32 00 ¥  bbl. Dried 5@7c 4? tb. 
Butter—20s23c for family; store 10gl5c if tb 
Beans—pea 2 00a2 15; yellow eyes, 2 00g2 25 
Cheese—Maine and Vermont Factory, 8>£@10c 
Fish—large shore 3 50@4 00; large bank 3 50g 
4 75; small 2 7532 50; pollock 1 5031 75; had­
dock 1753150; herring 3 50 3 4 50 bbl; scaled 18® 
22c ¥  box; mackerel if bbl—bay No. 2 to No. 1, 
7 00@ 14 00; shore Nos. 1, 2 and 3, 3 25gl7 00 
Flour—superline 3 50 g4 00; spring X and X X  
4 7535 75; Michigan X  and XX 6 00@5 75; pa­
tent spring wheat, 7 50g8 50; St Louis X  and 
XX to best, 5 5037 25
Grain—Corn 55 3 53c per bushel; oats 37@37; 
fine feed 24 00324 00 ¥  ton; shorts 20 00 ¥  ton 
Hay— Loose 12@13 ¥  ton; pressed 11 00gl3 00; 
straw 6@8 ^  ton
Lard—¥  tierce S8c tb; ¥  keg 7%@8; pail
10#@9J£
Plaster—white perton 3 00; blue 2 75; ground 
in bbls 8 00 39 00; calcined in bbls 2 503 
Produce—beef side 7@9c; veal none; mutton 
9811c; chickens 12315c; turkeys 14al6c; eggs 
18gl6c; potatoes new, 60370c ^ bushel.
Provisions—Chicago extra beef 10 50312 50; 
pork backs 13>igl4; clear 12gl3; mess 10 50811; 
hams 11313c if lb; round hogs 6@6%c
Brighton Cattle Msirket.
Bo sto n , Oct. 23.
Cattle. Sheep. Swine.
At market this week, 2,591 4,000 1,185
Last week, 3,257 4,850 11,700
Western cattle, 1,824; Eastern cattle, 437;
Milch Cows and Northern cattle, 330.
Reef cattle— Extra quality, 5 37 35 62 ]
First Quality, 6 00 @5 20 | 100 lbs.
Sec’d Quality, 4 25g4 S7>£ f live wt. 
Third Quality,3 75 34 12 )* J 
Poorest grades, 3 25@3 69%
Fat hogs 4 g ^ c  ¥  tb live weight.
The supply from Maine has been mostly 
steers and working oxen, only a few being 
suitable for beef. Working oxen—the supply 
has uot been quite so large this week, but the 
demand has been moderate. Store cattle— 
yearlings, $8 313; 2 year olds, 14; and 3 years 
old, 25345 if head. The demand for hides is 
not so active as it was the first of the month, 
and dealers say 7c is all they can afford to pay 
for best Brighton hides. Trade is very duU.
Wool Murket.
BO8TON, Oct. 30.
Domestic—Ohio and Pennsylvania pick-lock 
38 340c; do choice X X  36 337; do fine X .35336c; 
medium 36 8 38; coarse30ii31c. Michaganextra 
and XX  33g34;flne 3233.3; medium 34g35; com­
mon 28@30, other Western fine and X  32334; 
medium 33336; common 28 330; pulled extra, 
30@38; superfine 30a40; combing fleece, 37@43; 
fine delaine 37@40; California 12a29; Texas 14a 
28; Canada pulled 30a40; do combing 38a40; 
Smyrna 16a28; do unwashed llal7; Buenos Ay­
res, 15a30; Cape of Good Hope 20a30; Australia 
35a42; Donskoi 23a30e.
Imports from January 1 to Oct. 26.
1878 1877.
Foreign bales, 26,847 42,033
Domestic, bags and bales, 219,269 236,170
Gold and Stock Market.
New Y o rk , Oct. 31. 
Money was loaned at 6 per cent, on call. 
Gold, 100 ,^
United States Sixes 1881, coupon, 108
“  “  5-2!)’s, 1865, new, 103
“  “  “  1867, registered, 103
“  •* “  “  coupon, 105%
“  “  “  1863, registered, 108
“  “  “  “  coupon, 108%
“  “  10-40’s, .1867, registered, 106%
“  “  “  “  coupon, 10J.%
New Fives, registered, 104%
New Fives, coupon, 105%
United States new 4% perct’s,resist’d 103%
“  •4 “  “  coupon, 1(3%
United States new 4 percents, 100
B IRTH S.
In Phillips, Oct. 25th, to the wife of Melville Hood, a son.
In Phillips, Oct. 26tli, to the wife of Frank B. 
Pago, a daughter, 11% lbs.
M A R R IA G E S.
In Farmington, Oct. 29th, bv Rev. R. Sander­
son, Moses Gage, Esq., of New Sharon, and 
Miss Mary B. Gower, of Farmington.
J)E A THS.
In Madison, Oct. 23th, Sarah A., wife of Fi- 
fleld Luce, aged 50 years and 10 months.
NOTICE.
VELZORA, my wife, having le'ft my bed and 
board, without cause, I hereby warn persons 
not to harbor or trust her on my account, as I 
shall pay no bills of her contracting after this 
date. LAFOREST H. SMITH.






K N I T  M I T T E N S
AND STOCKINGS.
H I G H E S T  *
MARKET PRICES
allowed in payment for the
Phonograph.
will not be refused.
Sheriff’s Sale.
Fra n k i.in , ss : Taken on execution and 
will be sold by public auction on Saturday, the 
thirtieth day of November, A. D. 1878, at two 
o ’clock in the afternoon, at the office of P. A. 
Sawyer, in Phillips, in said County, all the 
right in equity which William W. Taylor had 
on the fifteenth day of August, A. D. 11478,when 
the same was attached upon the original writ 
to redeem the following described real estate 
situated in Avon, in said County, to wit; A 
certain piece or parcel o f land on the South 
side of Sandy River, it being lot numbered 
Four (4) in the Seventh (7) Range of lots in said 
Avon, estimated to contain one hundred acres 
more or less. Also one other piece or parcel 
of land, situate in said Avon, and described as 
follows, to wit; Bounded on the West by land 
above described; on the North by Sandy Riv­
er; on the East by land owned by the late Na­
thaniel Vining; on the South by the County 
road as now traveled from Phillips to Strong, 
on the South side of Sandy River, estimated to 
contain ten acres, more or less. The above 
premises being subject to two several mort­
gages as follows, to w it: One recorded in 
Franklin Registry of Deeds, Book 83, page 409, 
given by said William H. Taylor to Phillips 
Saving Bank, to secure the payment of a prom­
issory note for two hundred and sixteen dol­
lars and twenty-two cents, upon which there 
is now due the sum of two hundred and six­
teen dollars and twenty-two cents. Also a 
mortgage recorded in Registry of Deeds. Book 
85, page 221, given by the said William W.Tay- 
lor and Irena Taylor to P. A. Sawyer, to se­
cure the payment of a promissory note for 
fifty-eight dollars, bearing date October 13tb, 
1877, on which there is now due the sum of 
thirty-five dollars.
Dated Phillips, Oct. 27th, A. D. 1878.
3t8 C. C. BANGS, Deputy-Sheriff.
NON RESIDENT TAXES,
In the Plantation of No. 6, in the county of 
Franklin, for the year of 1877:—
The following list of taxes on real estate of 
non resident owners in the Plantation of No. 
6, for the year 1877, in bills, committed to 
.Toshua Soule, collector of said Plantation, on 
25th day of July, 1877, has been returned by 
him to me as remaining unpaid on the 31st 
day of July, 1878, by his certificate of that 
date, and now remain unpaid, and notice is 
hereby given that if the said taxes,and interest 
on charges are not paid into the treasury of 
said Plantation within eighteen months from 
the date of the commitment of said bills, so 
much of the real estateas will be sufficient 
to pay the amount due therefor, including 
interest and charges, will with out further 
notice be sold at public auction at the house 
of J. H. Dodge, in said Plantation, on Wed­
nesday, the 26th day of February, 1878, at ten 
o’clock A. M.
Owners. Lot. R. A. Val. Tax.
D. Leavitt or unknown, 8 5 10() $32 $0.51
W.S.Bangs or unknown,of7 5 25 8 0.13
Owners unknown, 5 10 100 35 0.51
“  “ 6 10 100 32 0.51
J. Newman farm, 300 125 2.00
J. H. D o d g e , Treasurer of No. 6 Plantation.
P. W.  Hubbard, Apothecary,




A choice line of Toilet Articles constantly 
on hand. Also a full line of Artists’ Materials, 
Physicians’ Prescriptions carefully and accur­
ately compounded. Farmers and others will 
do well to give him a call before purchasing 
elsewhere. 4t6*
AX. W . DUTTON,
Manufacturer and Dealer in
BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,
MOCCASINS, &«.
Particular attention paid to Custom
work.
Under Masonic Hall. 52 Phi—lips, Me.
FOUND!
A F O X  H O U N D .
The owner can have the same by calling at 
this office and paying for this advertisement 
and charges. ' 7tf
3 3 .  33 33a. es 1737- I P r fa . 't t ,















CROCKERY & GLASS WARE
I3XT TOWN.
Also a Large Display o f
Ladies’ Cloakings!
FLANNEL SUITINGS, &c-
Big Drive s Lamps 1
(SE E  B E L O W ).
©
The Best Assortment of
Ladies' Skirts,
Ladies' Fine Kid Boots, 




MEN S AND BOYS’ BOOTS!
W E might go on with this enumeration, but only mention a few leading articles, the object of which is to induce you to
Come in and See for Yourselves.
We propose to have a
Special Opening !
Every Thirty Days.
E P W e  shall commence Monday, 
Oct. 21, to sell
Lamps w s  20 cts.
WE DEFY CGMPETITIOK !
KP“ Don’t take any body’s word, if they tell 
you the goods are imperfect. We guarantee 
every article we sell.
WEy is It?
1st—We pay Casli for our Goods.
2d—We buy twice as many as any other firm 
in town.
These facts alone ought to convince the 
public that we certainly have an advantage, 
and for “ Cash Down” we propose to  give our 
customers the benefit, of it.
Fresh Stock Just In .
SSf"Now is a flood time to call and examine.
A. TOGTHAKER & C0„
7tf PHILLIPS (Upper Village), Me.
BEING SHORT OF MONEY,
WITH A
Good Line of Goods
On Hand,
(Some of which we are owing for)
I will sell them very low for 
so as to be able to pay for the same; therefore 
I invite my numerous friends and patrons, be­
fore makihg their fall purchases to call and 
inquire of
D. H. TOOTHAKER.
*5 Bool Bloolf, Phillipw.
Lower Village.
where he will be pleased to wait on customers, 
show goods, give prices and receive cash. 3t7
NEW STOKE! NEW GOODS!
J. r>. ESTY,
Dealer in
F* L O XT IX ! 
Groceries and Confectionery,
PAINTS, OILS & VARNISHES.
tW ”Come and see my goods and prices.
J. D. ESTY, (Old stand of Major Dill.) 
Phillips, Oct. 18th._________ 6
W A N TE D !100 Bushels Beans,
BY
D. H. TOOTHAKER.
5 B E A L  BLO CK , - P H IL L IPS .
6tf
STO D B A R B H O U SE ,
J. B. M ARBLE, Proprietor.
Farmirngton, Maine,
TIMELY TOPICS.
The population of Japan is 34,338,504, 
an increase of 126,391 since 1875.
The recent obsequies at Notre Dame 
in memory of Thiers cost $18,000.
Newspapers are used m  many schools 
in the West instead of reading books.
America is represented in Rome by 
seventeen sculptors and eighteen pain- 
ter^.
There were only 1,200 twenty-cent 
pieces coined in 1876, and they are said 
to be worth $1.50 apiece.
The consolidated and floating debt of 
Turkey now amounts to about $1,000,- 
000,000, and the annual expenditures 
greatly exceed the revenue.
Mrs. Anna Witfcenmyer, president of 
the Woman’s National Temperance 
Union, is at work in Canada, organizing 
women’a temperance societies.
At Long Point, Tex., the colored peo­
ple put bells upon the necks of their 
children to keep them from getting lost 
in the high weeds that surround the 
town.
Chicago’s barking girl is put in the 
shade by the cat-Laby of Racine, Wis., 
which mews like a cat in distress, has 
claws instead of nails, a mouth like that 
of a cat, and an arm resembling a cat’s 
paw.
The emperor of Brazil has invited 
eminent doctors from Europe to Rio 
Janeiro to study on the spot the true 
character of yellow fever, and discover a 
remedy for it. Several have accepted 
l ie  call.
The wonderful vitality of Loman Grif­
fin, who has lately died in Lodi, O., 
aged 106, was shown by the fact that he 
breathed several days after his limbs 
were lifeless, although he had not eaten 
for a week.
The official statement of the cotton 
crop of America for the year 1877-’78, 
foots up as follows: Receipts at ail ports, 
4,334,190; overland movement, 295,306; 
Southern consumption, 144,369; total 
crop, 4,773,865.
During the year ending in May last 
fifteen slave ships were condemned on 
the west coast of Africa, and sixty slaves 
set at liberty. The traffic in slaves be­
tween Mozambique and Madagascar 
continues, although the queen of the 
latter country has considerably dimin­
ished it.
Two men of St. Paul have patented 
an express and postal car to be made of 
bullet-proof iron, fixed with brakes and 
a coupler that may be operated from the 
inside, and with springs by which the 
doors and windows may be instantly and 
violently closed at the will of the in­
mates. There are loopholes and various 
other means of defence against train rob­
bers.
James H. Slater, the new United 
States senator from Oregon, is an old 
settler, having gone thither when the 
Territory was almost a wilderness. He 
is an Illinois man, fifty-two years of age. 
and a lawyer of prominence for many 
years. He was a member of the Terri­
torial legislature, and subsequently of the 
State legislature, and in 1870 was elected 
to Congress, serving one term. He 
defines himself as a Democrat opposed 
to inflation, but in favor of substituting 
greenbacks for national bank notes.
An invention which merits notice has 
just been introduced into parts of Ger­
many. The invention consists of a milk 
can, so arranged that the milk can be 
poured out to the last drop, but not a 
drop of water can be added to it. In the 
ordinary tin lid, which is securely locked 
with a padlock after the can has been 
filled, is placed a brass valve, which 
opens outwards. Whpn the can is 
tipped to let the milk out the valve 
opens and the milk flows out; but, to 
add water, the can must naturally be in 
an upright position, when the valve 
closes by its own weight, and prevents 
any water flowing in.
It is not strange that cholera rages in 
India, where cleanliness and hygiene are 
seldom thought of. As an instance of 
the general intelligence, a small village 
in the presidency of Madras was lately 
invaded by the scourge, and out of a 
population of 100, fifty-six were attacked 
and thirty-four died. Medicines were 
sent to the place, and the messenger 
who carried them found the natives 
washing the clothes of the cholera 
patiepts in a large well that supplied 
drinking water for the town. Examples 
of this sort are constantly occurring. 
Ignorance slays many more than disease 
does in every part of the East.
The grand canal of China, which is as 
famous as the great wall of that country, 
is to be abandoned. This waterway 
was constructed by Kublai-Khan and 
his successors of the Yuen race, and is 
600 miles in length. There are 10,000 
flat-bottomed boats on the canal, and 
these are used in the transportation of 
grain. It costs an enormous amount 
every year for repairs, the appropria­
tions there, as elsewhere, not being en­
tirely devoted to the purpose for which 
they are meant. Junks are delayed 
every month while channels are being 
dug for their passage. This year, for 
the first time since the construction of 
the canal, the grain from Nankin, with 
the consent of the government, has been 
forwarded by sea, and this fact has im­
pelled the Pekin authorities to consider 
the expediency of abandoning the canal 
as a commercial highway.
Vesuvius is at it again, after quie­
tude for six years. Outbreaks are few 
and far between ; that next preceding 
1872 was in 1855, which overwhelmed 
the village of Cercolo, the stream of 
lava flowing ten miles. Between 79 and 
1850 only forty-nine serious'eruptions 
are believed to have occurred, and dur­
ing the early part of this century the 
crater had been so inactive as to justify 
Sir Charles Coldstream’s remark: 
“ There’s nothing in it.”  The summit 
had become in appearance a rocky sur­
face, pierced by Assures, whence vapors 
escaped. In October, 1822, a violent 
eruption carried away more than 800 
square feet, leaving a vast chasm miles 
in circumference. The eruption that 
overwhelmed Pompeii was in 79. The 
amount of matter eructed is enormous, 
that sent forth in 1737 being over 33,- 
580,000 cubic feet.
—--------  #
Queue cutting in the San Francisco 
prisons has been forbidden by an injunc­
tion during the trial of the lawsuit in­
volving the legality of the practice. It 
is now said that, contrary to general be­
lief, the preservation of the queue has 
no religious significance to a Chinaman. 
It was introduced into Cnina by the 
Tartar conquerors in the seventeenth 
century, and its adoption by the Chinese 
was one of the conditions of recovering 
common privileges and social standing 
with the victors. It is simply a barbaric 
fashion, and indicates that the wearer is 
a person of fair standing, being guilty 
of nothing bringing some mutilation or 
mark. A few of the Chinese who become 
imbued with American civilization, and 
intend to remain here, cut off their 
queues of their own accord. The sig­
nificance of a Chinaman’s queue is, 
therefore, nothing more than a passport 
* to respectful consideration on returning 
to China.
A Chinese Inn.
I  was anxious to see a Chinese inn 
(writes a traveleriu the Celestial empire) 
and accordingly waited with much in­
terest for one to be reached. Presently 
we stopped before a gate in a mud wall. 
The driver howled ; the gate opened, 
and the cortege filed in. It was an open 
court-yard of a rectangular shape, with 
a long, low, one-story building on two 
sides, an open shed for the animals on 
the third side, and the mud wall with its 
somewhat heavy gate on the fourth 
side. A closer examination discovered 
the long building to be a series of rooms, 
ranging in size from twelve feet square 
to twelve by twenty feet, according as 
each contained one or two beds, or kongs 
as they are called in Chinese. These 
beds—but no, not to bring discredit on 
the name, let us too call them kongs. 
These kongs, then, are of generous di­
mensions, extending the full width of 
the room and being not less than six 
feet wide. The height from the floor is 
about two feet. Let no man’s imagina­
tion carry him away. -There were no 
mammoth sheets, blankets nor pillows 
on these kongs. They were built of 
bricks and mud, and presented a hard, 
smooth surface of the latter material as 
the place whereon to lie. A square 
hdle in the side of each kong attracted 
my attention, and upon asking I  learned 
that in there a fire was built to secure 
warmth for the sleeper; puttiug the 
b(d -clothes underneath instead of on 
the bed as it were. Imagine getting too 
much fire on and waking up in the 
morning ail cooked !
As there was no hotel clerk to bawl 
out “ Front, take this gentleman to 
Number 999,”  I  made a tour to select 
the best room for myself. Finally tak­
ing a room that had the appearance of 
being a shade less dirty than the others, 
I pronounced to Cheong, my servant, 
that I  would be ready as soon as chow 
chow was. I sat on my kong and looked 
at my room. It was all mud, from the 
bed I sat on to the roof over my head. 
There were no chairs, no table, nothing 
in fact but a mud kong and a mud room, 
and not clean mud either. After dinner, 
when it began to grow dark, I  called 
for a light, and received a piece of pith 
floating in a saucer of oil. One end of 
the pith hung over the saucer and when 
lighted sputtered depreeatingly, and 
looked as if a cross word would make it 
go out. Some books might have tempted 
me to read by such a lig h t; but the one 
I  had was not of that sort, so I said 
“ pshaw !”  and the pith slid down into 
the oil and burned no more. Then I 
tried meditation, and marched up and 
down my room for about five minutes. 
All at once I  gaped. I  won’t say I  did 
not encourage i t ; but at any ' rate I 
acted on the hint and called out to 
Cheong to bring my blankets. One I 
was to lie on, and two I  was to cover me 
with. Turning up the collar of my ul­
ster and pulling my hat down to my 
ears, without other preparation I got in 
kong. As an indication of how com­
fortable I  found the kong, I may say I 
got up at five the next morning without 
being called. Eggs, coffee and toast 
made my breakfast. It had to be cafe 
noir, howeve^, for milk was an unknown 
quantity in those regions. Cows indeed 
they had. but only used them as beasts 
of burden. It was a very ordinary 
sight to see. a cow and donkey hitched to 
one plow ; and if I were not afraid of 
having my word doubted, I would add 
that I  have seen several times a woman 
and a donkey hitched together.
Two men were under arrest ou sus­
picion of murder in Oovelo, Cal. The 
evidence against them was slight, and 
subsequently they demonstrated their 
innocence; but the bare fact of accusa­
tion was convincing to a mob, and the 
jail was surrounded, the intention being 
to hang the prisoners. The jailor was 
of an opposite mind. He fired on the 
mob, killing its leader and effectually 
dispersing it.
FATAL SHIPWRECKS.
A Record o f M aritim e D isasters, In whicli 
M any Lives w ere L ost, during the 1’ ast 
Thirty Y e a rs .
Speaking of the recent sinking of 
the Princess Alice, in the Thames, by 
which more than 600 lives were lost, an 
English paper says: “ Setting aside 
the loss of the Grosser Kurfurst, the 
most falal accident of a like character 
that has taken place in British waters 
during the period in question, was the 
running down of the Nortbfleet emigrant 
ship, while at anchor off Dungeness, on 
the night of January 22, 1873, by the 
Spanish steamer Murillo, when 293 per­
sons were drowned. A collision almost 
equally disastrous, and strongly recall­
ing in some respects that which has j ust 
occurred on the Thames, took place on 
Lake Michigan, on September 7, 1863. 
The steamboat Lady Elgin, which had 
started from Chicago on a pleasure trip, 
with nearly 400 excursionists on board, 
was run into by a schooner, and sunk 
within a quarter of • an hour with 285 
people. The year 1854 was marked by 
a series of fatal collisions. The Italian 
mail steamer Ercolano left Genoa on 
April 24, with a number of passengers,, 
including several English, French and 
Italian families, and at midnight was 
cut down to the water’s edge by the 
Sicilia. Only fourteen of the passen­
gers escaped, among them being Sir 
Robert Peel, whose secretary and Mr. 
Charles Halsey, the member for Hert­
fordshire, were among the drowned. 
On April 28, the emigrant bark Favor­
ite, from Bremen, was run into off the 
Start by the Hesper, and went down like 
a Btone with 201 of her passengers and 
crew; six of the crew only saving them­
selves by clambering over the Hesper’s 
bows. On September 27, the Arctic, a 
splendid ship of the Collins line, came 
into collision with the screw steamer 
Yesta in a fog off the Banks of New­
foundland, and out of the 368 persons 
on board, 323 perished, among them the 
Due de Grammont and the Due de Guy- 
nes. The same year was also rendered 
memorable in maritime disaster by the 
disappearance of the City of Glasgow, 
screw steamer, which left the Mersey 
for Philadelphia, on March 1, with 480 
persons on board, all told, and of the 
Lady Nugent, transport, which sailed 
from Madras, on May 10, with re­
inforcements for the army at Rangoon, 
forming with her crew a total of some 
400 persons. Neither of these vessels 
was ever heard of again—a fate shared 
by the Pacific, which left Liverpool on 
January 23,1856, with 186, and the City 
of Boston, which sailed from Halifax 
on January 28, 1870, with 191 persons 
on board. The mail steamship Europa, 
on her way to England, in July, 1849, 
ran down the emigrant bark Charles 
Bartlett, causing the death of 132 per­
sons ; and the Irish steamer Mangerton 
blundered into the New Zealand clipper 
Josephine Willis, just off the South 
Foreland, and sent her and sixty-nine 
people, mostly passengers, to the bottom.
The foundering of the Captain off 
Cape Finisterre on the night of Sep­
tember 6, 1870, with Captain Burgoyne 
and 500 officers and seamen, remains the 
heaviest calamity that has befallen the 
navy during the last half of the present 
century. The severest loss suffered a 
sea by the army was from the contin­
gent furnished by the Twelfth Lancers 
and Forty-third and Ninety-second 
Foot, through the 438 lives lost with the 
Birkenhead off the Cape of Good Hope 
on February 26, 1852. The American 
army sustained an almost equal loss 
when about 300 of the troops on board 
the San Francisco were washed over - 
board or died from exhaustion and ex­
posure during her passage from Cali­
fornia in December, 1853. The most 
disasterous conflagration in British 
waters was that which caused the deaths 
of 178 people on board the emigrant 
packet Ocean Monarch, in Abergele 
bay, on the afternoon of August 24, 
1848. But its horrors were even eclipsed 
by those attending the burning of the 
steamship Austria, between Hamburg 
and New York, on September 13, 1858, 
when 461 out of 528 persons on board 
were burned or drowned. A like fate 
overtook 204 of 338 persons on board the 
Golden Gate on her passage from San 
Francisco to Panama on the 27th of 
July, 1862 ; while the number who per­
ished in a similar manner, with Eliot 
Warburton, on board the Amazon, in 
the bay of Biscay, on the 4th of January, 
1852, amounted to 102 out of 161 per­
sons. The author of “ The Crescent 
and the Cross ” had written that “  since 
the days of steam navigation the bay of 
Biscay was no longer formidable,”  yet 
the London steamship went down in it 
on her way to Australia on the 11th of 
January, 1866, carrying with her 239 
out of her complement of 258; and 
among them G. Y. Brooke, the actor. 
Two most disastrous shipwrecks of re­
cent date were those of the Atlantic and 
and the Royal Charter. The latter,^a 
homeward-bound Australian clipper, 
was crushed like an egg-shell on the 
rocky coast off Anglesea, just before 
daybreak on October 26, 1859, and 459 
men, women and children were drowned, 
some forty or so managing to scramble 
ashore. The number of lives lost with 
the Atlantic, one of the White Star line, 
was even more appalling. She struck 
on a sunken rook off the coast of Nova 
Scotia, on April 1, 1873, with 931 pas ­
sengers on board, and the breakers 
swept away 481 of them. The Anna 
Jane of Liverpool, bound for Canada, 
with 450 emigrants and a crew of forty- 
five, was driven on shore on Barra- 
island, one of the Hebrides, on Septem­
ber 29, 1853, and 393 persons pei’ished. 
The Pomona, another emigrant ship 
from the same port, was suffered, 
through an error in her reckoning, to run 
on the Wexford coast during the night of 
April 28, 1859, the result being the loss 
of 386 lives. In 1854 the Taylour, an­
other Liverpool emigrant ship, ran 
on to Lambay island, near Howtlx, on 
January 21, when 290 lives were lo s t ;
and a similar fate overtook the Powhat- 
tan, from Havre, on the coast of Barne- 
gat; on April 15, not a soul of the 250 
on board escaping. In the terrible gale 
of April 30, 1850, the Royal Adelaide 
steampacket, from Cork to London, 
went on to the Tongue Sands, near Mar­
gate, and out of 260 persons forming her 
passengers and crew not one survived 
to give the details of her fate.
Great Tiger Killers.
It has not fallen to the lot of many 
men to slay nearly 500 tigers— to say 
nothing of smaller game—in a lifetime, 
even when one’s whole energies have* 
been devoted to such pursuits. M. 
d’Harnancourt, a Frenchman, who has 
been pursuing the avocation of a “  hunt­
er ”  in all parts of the world, claims to 
be the “ greatest tiger killer in the 
world,” and having achieved this repu­
tation, he is now, it appears, reclining on 
his laurels in the dignified position of 
tiger-slayer-in-general to the govern­
ment of the Straits settlement, having 
been engaged—so it is reported— to de­
stroy these animals at $50 per head. An 
English officer in India, however, Major 
Probyn, superintendent of police in 
Khandeish,must run this slayer of tigers 
pretty closely in his claim to the title of 
champion tiger-killer. During the last 
few years Major Probyn has shot no less 
than 400 in the district of Khandeish 
alone, and the immunity from the rav­
ages of these animals which he has se­
cured for the inhabitants of the district 
has even overcome the suspicion with 
which the natives too often regard any 
Englishman who kills a tiger. The d e ­
struction of these felines is looked upon 
by certain classes as an act of sacrilege, 
certain to be visited with fearful punish­
ments on the village conniving at the 
act. Major Probyn, however, having, 
practically rid the district of the 
presence of the unwelcome visitors, has 
earned the gratitude of the inhabitants, 
and, recently, when there was a talk of 
his leaving the neighborhood, they 
memorialized the governor of Bombay 
not to remove him. Doubtless there 
are other districts in India where his 
presence would be equally welcome to 
the people—if unwelcome to the tigers.
Chinese Astronomy.
The Chinese astronomer’s ways are 
curious and past understanding in these 
western lands of science. It is related 
that in the fifth moon of the present year 
the learned men of Pekin noticed that 
the sun did not shine as brightly as had 
been its custom. Instead of being 
clear, it had to them a red and lurid 
look. The weather was dry and the sky 
covered with a mist. Turning to their 
scientific books their learned men saw 
with amazement that these Bigns, by all 
the laws of science and antiquarian 
knowledge, gave warning of danger to 
the imperial family. The tidings were 
promptly carried to the throne. Orders 
at once went forth for the defense of the 
residence. The gates were guarded by 
soldiers and the line of wall was zealously 
defended. A panic spread among the 
people. Something was about to hap­
pen to the emperor, they said, and what 
it was no one knew. To allay the dis­
quiet and to end the questions that were 
pouring in upon them, the authorities 
at last said the government was on the 
brink of a war with Russia. Some 
trifling discussion between Russia and 
Chinese authorities in oentral Asia gave 
color to the report. But suddenly the 
illusions were dissolved. At the im ­
perial household one day joy was 
awakened by the first appearance on the 
stage of history of his imperial highness, 
the fifth prince. Thereupon the wise 
men of the East returned to their books 
to find out where they had made their 
blunder. It was laid down they learned 
that the evil influences of a crimson sun 
and lurid sky were averted if rain should 
fall within five days after their first ap­
pearance. Of course rain had fallen.
Hew as a Weather Sign.
Dew is a sign of fine weather, and is 
never seen except under a cloudless sky. 
Wind and clouds are sure preventives 
of dew, from the simple reason that 
clouds are able to retain some of the 
solar heat; and, as they can give forth 
warmth, the radiation from the earth is 
checked, and a warmer temperature pre­
served. Wind evaporates the moisture 
as fast as it appears ; and if the wind is 
westerly, there is little dew or cloud to 
be seen. The contrary is observed with 
easterly wind, but a west wind blows 
over a vast exp ose  of land, and having 
lost its vapor, dries up any moisture 
it may come across ; whereas an east 
wind, crossing- the Atlantic, is full of 
vapor and sheds dew on all sides. These 
remarks, of course, apply chiefly to par­
ticular localities, but the influence of 
a west wind may be seen in the 
spring. Dew is more copiously depos­
ited in spring and autumn than in sum­
mer, as there is usually a‘ great differ­
ence in those seasons between the tem­
perature of day and n ight; in the spring, 
however, there is a small deposit of dew 
when a west wind prevails; but in 
autumn, during the soft influence of 
south and east winds, the earth is cov­
ered with moisture. It has also been 
observed that there is a greater forma­
tion of dew between sunset and mid­
night.
When, some years ago, Anson Burlin­
game and Cassius M. Olay were stump­
ing in the West, they returned to their 
hotel after a particularly warm welcome 
one night, and were talking affairs over. 
Suddenly strains of music were heard 
outside. “  They are serenading us,” 
said Clay; “  open the window and make 
’em a speech. ”  Burlingame stepped to 
the window, opened it, and began: 
“  Follow-citizens, I hardly know how to 
thank you for this touching proof of 
your esteem and regard. Mr. Clay and 
myself are indeed grate ” — Just then 
at this point a voice in the crowd below 
was heard saying: “  Boys, that ain’t the 
gal in red. Let’s dust!”
HR. PETERMANN’S SUICIDE.
W Ijv the Forem ost tieoernpher o f  the T im es  
K illed  H im self.
A Berlin cable dispatoh to the New 
York Herald  says:
The sad circumstances surrounding 
the death of him who is widely admitted 
to have been the foremost geographer of 
his age, Dr. August Heinrich Petermann, 
come tardily to light. His sudden 
death, announced to have occurred on 
the 27th n it , was stated to have been 
the result of an apoplectic stroke. 
Science mourned its loss iu heartfelt 
terms, and tributes to his industry, hie 
learning and the happy influence they 
have had upon geographical science 
were paid by every press in Europe. 
To the great establishment of Justus 
Perthes the loss was felt to be a heavy 
one; but it was not expected that a 
tragedy lurked behind the simple an­
nouncement that startled the quiet town 
of Gotha. From a correspondent of the 
Herald  who, upon the first whisper that 
Dr. Petermann’s death was not attribut­
able to apoplexy, set about an investiga­
tion of the facts, I  now learn the true 
particulars of the mournful event. His 
story confirms the rumor that Dr. Peter­
mann, driven to distraction by bodily 
suffering and mental anguish, com­
mitted suicide. He telegraphs as fol­
lows:
“  Dr. Petermann had for some time 
suffered frofn repeated attacks of bron­
chitis. He coughed almost continuous­
ly and complained of constant pain. 
His nervous irritation increased, and 
added to the physical suffering was a 
mental excitement of a domestic nature 
which rendered him almost frantic at 
times. He complained of a headache 
so acute that the least touch upon the 
forehead produced violent pain. He 
was but fifty-six years old, and it was 
hoped that liis strong constitution would 
pull him through. On the morning of 
the 25th ult., after a restless night, Dr. 
Petermann, who had been tenderly 
watched over by his wife and daughters, 
exhibited an agitation, which they 
alarmingly noted, but never fer a mo­
ment attributed to its true cause. He 
begged them to retire from the room.
‘ ‘ Here it may be proper to observe 
that the lady who with his two grown-up 
daughters had watched by his bedside 
was his second wife, whom he married 
four months ago, and whom all describe 
as an exceedingly amiable lady, doing 
everything possible to promote his com­
fort. He had lived unhappily with his 
first wife, an English lady, who is 
spoken of as a real fiend. A divorce 
was decreed between the ill-mated pair 
in 1877, and since then it is stated that 
the first wife has bent her endeavors to 
destroy his peace of life. After the sec­
ond marriage everything appeared to be 
going prosperously with lnm, when his 
first wife, it is alleged, by anonymous 
threats recommenced her persecutions, 
and worried the great scholar to distrac­
tion. In his own family,’ too, he had 
troubles enough and to spare. His 
ather and his brother had died by their 
own hands, and their fate apparently 
haunted him. With this knowledge of 
his life, it may be guessed upon what 
a load of mental and bodily torture his 
wife and daughters closed the door as 
they went forth at his urgent request.
“ They did not remain absent long— 
scarcely fifteen minutes—but on their 
return they met a sight whioh petrified 
them with terror. The fiusband and 
father was hanging limp and lifeless 
from the window. Assistance was has­
tily summoned; the body was cut down; 
restoratives were tried, but in vain. The 
unfortunate scholar had sought in mad­
ness the solution of a problem greater 
than any he bad ever wrought over with 
unclouded brains. He was dead, and 
crumpled in one of his hands with the 
clutch of death was a paper. It was a 
letter addressed to his youngest dangh - 
ter, and contained his will. It bore the 
date of the sixth, showing that he had 
harbored the fatal intention for nineteen 
days.
“ An easily understood motive led to a 
strong effort on the part of the family 
and friends to keep the cause of the 
death secret, but enough leaked out to 
lead to the unvailing of the entire dis­
tressing tragedy. Thus it was that Dr. 
Petermann, in the ripeness of his 
scholarship, at the age of fifty-six, fell, 
owing to reaction from excessive work 
and conjugal torments he was unable to 
withstand, an easy prey to the hereditary 
self-destroying mania; the man whose 
vast mind had grasped and solved the 
most difficult geographical questions in 
both hemispheres succumbed to private 
infelicities that the world took no account 
of;”
A Child’ s Suicide.
A most astonishing case of self-de­
struction, the victim of which was a 
mere child, almost a babe in years, has 
just occurred in this city, says a recent 
number of the Cincinnati E n q u irer : 
Little Henry Kippits, seven years of 
age, who lived at No. 59 Martin street, 
because his mother refused him some­
thing he asked her, left his homo, and 
bidding his sister good-bye, walked 
down to the river, undressed himself 
and jampod in, endinjg his childish 
troubles and his young life at the same 
time. The circumstances are these: 
Little Henry came home from school, 
and as usual went to his mother for his 
afternoon slice of bread and butter. His 
mother gave him a piece of bread on 
which there was no butter, but he re­
fused to take it. She told him she 
would not give him any butter on his 
broad, whereupon he laid it down and 
left the house. On the wav he met his 
sister and bid her good-bye, telling her 
she would never see him again, which 
was the last seen of him by any of the 
family. His clothes were found on the 
river bank back of Goodhue’s stone 
yard, near the Little Miami depot, and 
the generally accepted theory is that he 
went down to the river, and, undress­
ing, jumped in and was drowned.
The Disappearance of Lakes.
Natural philosophers have generally 
considered that the drying up of in­
land waters is due to the destruction of 
of the forests near them by the settlers 
who colonize the land. A French travel­
er who has lately teturned to his own 
country from a visit to the lake district 
of Canada and the north of the United 
States, mentions certain facts which do 
not accord with the theorv. The lower­
ing of the water level in Otsego lake, 
Michigan, has been cited as one of num­
berless evidences of a gradual process 
of desiccation taking place all over the 
American continent, to the east as well 
as to the west of the Rocky mountains. 
However, about two years ago, he says, 
the water in Otsego lake began to rise, 
and last summer poured over its south­
ern embankment for several weeks—an 
occurrence never known before. And 
yet the work of clearing the land ^ n the 
vicinity was progressing with increasing 
rapidity, and many hundreds of acres 
of forest had disappeared under the 
woodman’s axe. The rise and fall in 
those Michigan lakes are, he thinks, 
periodical, and due to causes not yet ex­
plained. In 1873 the first settlers began 
to get marsh hay around five lakes in 
Allegan county, and continued to do so 
annually. In i876 the waters’in the lakes 
began to rise, and persisted in doing so 
all through the following winter and the 
unusually dry summer of 1877, flooding 
the settlers’ meadow, and reaching a 
height of about three feet above the 
level of 1873. Simultaneously with that 
event, the water in Porcupine lake, a 
few miles distant, came up and gradual­
ly overflowed the solid neck of land over 
which the public road passed, and the 
construction of a bridge became neces­
sary. Those lakes all lie on a level table­
land, the highest point on the lower 
peninsula of the State, and are generally 
without any known outlet, inlet, or 
connection.
The Brave Southern Howards.
We want our readers to stop just one 
moment and look at this matter. These 
nurses who have gone out of the pure 
air of their homes to the plague-stricken 
towns, to handle and tenderly care for 
dead and dying men who are utter 
strangers to them, need a higher cour­
age than any soldier marching into the 
thick of battle. They gain nothing, 
neither pay nor glory. Their victories 
are not watched by a proud country, for 
whose honor they gave their lives. If 
they die no weeping nation will, year by 
year, hang laurels on their graves. The 
nurse is only mentioned in the news­
papers as “  one of twenty-five ”  arriv­
ing on such a date, or “ one of twenty ”  
who are dead. His name nobody knows. 
I f he falls, his friends only learn of it 
because he fails to return. There is no 
battle-cry or martial music to cheer his 
soul in its last struggle with death ; 
in the future there is to be no roll-call 
of a victorious army, with the proud 
answer to his name: “  Died upon the 
field of honor. ”  He gives his life for 
some poor plague-stricken wretch, 
probably of less value to the world than 
himself, in the poisoned air of a solitary 
chamber, where there is none but God 
to know. H e , is buried hastily in a 
nameless grave, with shuddering and 
fear, and quicklime is thrown upon the 
body. The sacrifice he makes out of 
pure love to God and humanity, and 
this sacrifice is now making, not by one 
man, but every one of the hundreds of 
nurses sent out by the Howard Associa­
tion. Every one of them carries his life 
in his hand as he goes.—Neiv York 
Tribune.
As a Kansas City (Mo.) lawyer was 
going to his office the other day he 
noticed a red suspender lying on the 
top of some freshly-caved earth. He 
stooped to pick the suspender up, but it 
stretched and refused to come. Digging 
down with his hand, he soon found the 
dead body ol a boy. Much alarmed, be 
began to dig with a spade, and to his 
horror unearthed the bodies of two 
more, who had been buried alive by the 
caving in of an embankment on which 
they had been playing the night before.
A  H ensonab le  H in t.
The Boston Commercial Bulletin, reminding 
its readers that the next few weeks gives the 
best season of the year to “  plant fences,” sup­
plies some very remarkable figures as to the 
use of wire fence, and especially of the Barb 
Fence of the Washburn & Moen Manufacturing 
Company. Since the introduction of wire fence, 
twenty yearn ago, one hundred and fifty  thou- 
sand miles of wire fence have been constructed. 
The Barb Fence has been before the public 
only three seasons, yet already twenty-four 
thousand miles of this fence are in use in this 
country and various parts of the world. It is 
in the highest favor with land owners, for farm 
and home protection against depredators of 
the crops and orchards. Tbe fence is con­
structed of Galvanized Steel Wire, and carries 
steel barbs firmly attached by the process of 
manufacture patented in this country and very 
widely abroad. The Barb Fence is literally a 
steel thorn hedge with all the defensive quali­
ties of the most perfect hedge, and all the 
durability of galvanized steel wire. It is cheap 
as a material, easy in construction, and has 
almost the life and tenacity of a stone wall. 
The Barb Fence Wire is being extensively used 
in Bingle strands to perfect and give efficiency 
to walls and fences of old construction. It 
will turn the breachiest steer, and is as useful 
in tho home inclosures as in the outlying 
fields. _____________________________
Familiarity with the writings of the great 
poets is a necessity to any one who wishes to 
appear well in company. For 10c. we will send 
a book of 160 selections from the beautiful mel­
odies of Moore, the grand poems of Byron and 
the unequaled songs of Burns, and 50 popular 
songs. Desmond & Co., 915 Race st., Phila.
The Mason & Hamlim Organ Co. has taken 
the highest honors at all the world’s exhibitions 
for more than twelve years, viz.: At Paris, 
1867 ; Vienna, 1873 ; Santiago, 1875 ; Philadel­
phia, 1876, and Paris, 1878 ; and they are the 
only American makers who have taken such at 
any.
For upwards of thirty years Mrs. W INSLOW ’S 
SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children 
with never-failing success. It corrects acidity 
of tho stomach, relieves wind colic, regulates 
the bowels, cures dysentery and diarrhoea, 
whether arising from teething or other causes. 






T he P ioneer  T obacco Company ,
New York, Boston, and Chicago
Last winter we warned our readers against 
buying the large packs of worthless horse and 
cattle powders, and as it is now time to begin 
to use them, we again urge them not tc throw 
away their money. Sheridan’s Powders are 
strictly pure, but we know of no others that 
are.
A cough or cold taken between now and 
Christmas frequently lasts all winter. This is 
certainly the case with people who have weak 
lungs. The most, convenient, reliable and in­
expensive remedy is Johnson’s Anodyne Lini­
ment. It is to be used internally and externally.
Perfect purity is restored to the circulation 
when contaminated, if Scovill’s blood and liver 
syrup is taken. Sorofulous, syphilitic and 
mercurial disorders are completely vanquished 
by i t ; persistence in the use of the remedy be­
ing alone required to accomplish a cure. Erup­
tions of all kinds, sores, chronic rheumatism, 
gout, liver complaint and goitre yield to its 
remedial action, and it not only purifies the 





A  SURE R E L IE F  FO R  THE SU FFERER.
p S it L .
Coughs and colds are often overlooked. A 
continuance of any length of time causes irri­
tation of the lungs or some chronic throat dis­
ease. “  Brown’s Bronchial Troches ” are an 
effectual cough remedy. 25 cents.
A  V e g e ta b le  P re p a ra t io n , irvented in the 
ITth century by Dr. William Grace, Surgeon in King 
James’ army. Through Its agency ho cured thous- 
I ands o f the most serious sores and wounds that 
baffled the skill o f  the most eminent physicians o f 
his dav, and was regarded by all who knew him as 
» public benefactor.
CURES
yr.Esn w o u n d s , f r o z e n  l im b s , s a l t  r h e u m , c h il b l a i n s ,
SORE BREAST, SORE LIPS, ERYSIPELAS, RINGWORMS,
If yon fail to fiud Pike’s Centennial 8alt 
Rheum Salve in your city or village, and will 
send us the adJress of your best druggist, we 
will put him in a way to supply you.
J. J. P ik e  & Co , Chelsea, Mass.
Hon. C. R. Parsons, mayor of Rochester, was 
I radically cured of Bright's Disease by Craig's 
Kidney Cure. Depot 42 University PL, N. Y.
To cleanse and whiten the teeth, to sweeten 
the breath, use Brown’s Camphorated Sapona­
ceous Dentifrice. Twenty-five cents & bottle
The remains of Nobeling, who tried to 
kill the German emperor and died of 
self-inflicted wounds, were interred, 
after dissection, in a cemetery—the 
name of which is kept secret—in pre­
sence of a few relatives and a great 
many police, at 6 a . m .
F ro m  A cu te  to  C h ro n ic
Is the easy stage in cases of dyspepsia. A 
Blight attack of indigestion, especially when 
there is a predisposition to digestive weakness 
of the stomach, must speedily culminate in the 
more obstinate form of the disease. It is well, 
therefore, to adopt preventive moasures early. 
Although Ilostetter’s Stomach Bitters over­
comes, if persisted iu, cases o f dyspepsia of 
long standing, it is obviously the part of 
wisdom to use it ere the malady assumes a 
chronic phase. This is particularly true, be­
cause as dyspepsia advances, it engenders 
other bodily evils, such as disorders of the 
liver, constipation or undue looseness of the 
bowels, nervous disorders, hypochroudria,sleep­
lessness. These maladioB are both prevented 
and remodied by tho Bitters ; but how much 
better to check them in their outset with the 
great alterative, than to wait until they estab­
lish a firmer foothold in the system. Surely 
the advisability of this must be apparent.
H a y e s ’  T it le .
However varied may be me opinions con­
cerning the validity of Hayes’ title to the presi­
dency, there is not a question in the minds of 
either Democrats or Republicans upon one 
important point, viz.: The unquestionable 
right of Dr. Pierce’s Family Medicines to the 
title of the Standard Remedies of the age. 
Listen to the voice of the sovereign people : 
N ew’ Or le an s , June 10th, 1878. 
Dn. R. V. P ie r c e , Buffalo, N. Y .:
Bear Sir— Your Pleasant Purgative Pellets 
seem to be particularly adapted to the wants 
of the people in this warm climate, where 
bilious affections are particularly prevalent. I 
regard them as the best cathartic I have ever 
tried. Yours truly, J ohn  C. H enderson .
B oston , M ass., May 14, 1878. 
Dr R. Y. P ie r c e , Buffalo, N. Y . :
Bear Sir— Your Golden Medical Discovery 
has cured my boy of a fever sore of two years’ 
standing. Please accept our gratitude.
Yours truly, H en ry  W r it in g ,
Chew Jackson’s Best 8weet Navy Tobacco.
IM P O R T A N T  N O T IC E .—F u rth ers, F a m i­
lies and Others can purchase no Remedy equal to Dr. 
TOBIAS’ VENETIAN LINIMENT for the cure of 
Oholera, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Oroup, Oolio and Sea­
sickness, taken internally—(it is perfectly harmless ; 
see oath accompanying each bottle; and externally for 
Ohronio Rheumatism, Headache, Toothache, Sore 
Throat, Cuts, Bums, Swellings, Bruises, Mosquito 
Bites, Old Sores, Pains in Limbs, Back and Chest. The 
VENETIAN LINIMENT was introduced in 1847, and 
no one who has used it but continues to do so, many 
stating, if it was Tea Dollars a Bottle they would not 
be wit nont it. Thousands of Certificates can be seen at 
the Depot, speaking of its wonderful curative properties. 
Sold by the Druggists at 4 0 cts. Depot 4 2  Murray,St. 
New York.
The Markets.
NEW y ok e .
Beef Cattle. Native............................  1 9 % »  C9%
Texas and Cherokee.. 06 #  17.*
MLloh Cows............................................ 86 00 #60  0;i
Hogs : D ive......................................... 08 % #  04%
Dressed’ ....<>•..........................  04 #  06*
Sheep.......................- .......................... . 04% #  05%
Lam bs.. . . . . . . . . . . . . a . . . . .  •••••• . . . .  05 #  06
Cotton—M id d lin g .... .................... ....  1C%# 10%
Flour—Western—Ohoioe to Fancy.. .  4 00 # 6  50 
State—Fair to C h o ic e .. . . . .  4 60 #  6 «5
Wheat—No 8 R e d . . ....................... 92% #  93%
White State............. .......... . . .  1 01% #  1 04
Bye— S t a t e . . . . . . . . . . . . . .—. - .............  01 #  61
Barley—S ta t e .. . . . .  . 110 # 1 2 5
Barley M a l t . . . . . . . .................................126 # 1 8 0
Oats—Mixed W estern ........................  27% #  82
Corn—Mixed Western Ungraded. . . .  44 #  47
Hay, per o w t . . . . . . ......................  45 #  60
Straw—per owt Long Rye ................  80 #  40
H ops.........Good to PrimeNew Crop... 09 #  16
Pork—Extra Family Mess. . . . . . . . . .  8 60 # 9  00
Lard—City S t e a m .. . . . . .......  . . . . . . .  .! 6.i0 # .0 6 .6 0
Fish— Mackerel, No. 1, B ay........  14 00 #16  00
“  No. 1, Prince Edw’dlO 00 # 1  < 00
Dry Cod, per o w t . . . . . . ............. 8 76 # 4  26
Herring, Scaled, per box 18 #  18
Petroleum—C ru d e ........... 08 #08%  Refined, 09%
Wool—California Spring......................... 22 #  28 ,
Texas “  ..................... 20 #  58
Australian “  as #  42
State X T ......................   82 #  84
Butter—State Creamery......................  18 #  26
C r e a m e r y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  17 #  26
D a i r y . . . . . . . . . . . . ................   <8 #  18
F a c t o r y . . . . . . ........... . ...........  C6 #  18






Wheat: No. 2 M ilw a u k ee .............
Corn : M ix e d ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .
Oats..
R y e ................................ .........................
Barley................. ................
Barley Malt —State.. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .
BOSTON.
Beef Cattl. . . . . .  . . . . . .  •. • • ...  •• • ... .
Sheep ......................
H o g s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . • ■ •
Floor—Wisconsin and M innesota....
(lorn—M ixed....................... ..................
Oats— “  ....................... ...................
Wool—Ohio and Pennsylvania X X .. .
California F all............... ..
BRIGHTON, MASS.
Beef Cattle.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sheep,................... ................................
L a m b s . . . . . . . . . . a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HOgS.. . . . .  . . . . . .  . . ■ . . . . . . .  . . . . . . a ,  . .
WATHRTOWH MASS.









4 50 <3 4 60
1 04 # 1 04
68 # 58




1 1 « 80
9! # 26
5 25 # 63%
98 * 9740 42 4
21 9 to
to (4 5b
1  06 # . 15
1  00 # l 1 6
09 #  08%
08 % #  08% 
06% #  06% 
6 6 ! #  8 60 
54% #  56
28 #  81 
84 #  *7%
17 #  27
C4% # 05%
04% # 06
C4 #  06
04% #  06
06 #  06 
0 4% #  06
04% #  06
CALLUSES, SCALD HEAD, CHAPPED HANDS,
BURNS, CANCERS, FELONS,
SCALDS, SORES, ULCERS,





WTARTS, • BLISTERS, TAN,
PIMPLES, CORNS, SCURVY,
ITCH, INGROWING NAILS, NETTLE RASH, MOSQUITO AND 
FLEA BITES, SPIDER STINGS,
And all cutaneous diseases and eruptions generally.
PRICE 25 CENTS A BOX. BY MAIL 35 CENTS.
T h r o e  d o z e n  B o x e s  (1 -4  gross ), w i l l  b e  
sen t  T O  P E D D L E R S , S T O R E K E E P E R S , 
D R U G G I S T S , (e x p r e s s a g e  paid), on  re c e ip t  
o f  $ 4 . 0 0 —a b o u t  e le v e n  cen ts  a  b o x .
PREPARED BY
S E T H  W . FOW LE &  SONS,
86 HARRISON AVENUE, 
BOSTON, MASS.
<Mfl +n (Mftnn invested in Wall St. Stocks makes 
u)lU III tbillUU fortunes every month. Book sent Y  ^  free explaining everything. -
i CO., Bunkers, 17 Wall St., NrAddress BAXTER A
TRUTH IS M IGH TY!atrium, tho c ,.t SV.ni.t, Goor Vue.nl. <..11 for 3 0  Cu:u. with your *ge. height, color of ayes and lock of hair, Bond to you a eorrref j-tefur* of your futuro husband or wif*, initials of real name, th® time and place wli*ro you will first meet, and tiiedsta of marriage. Addrww. Prof. MARTINEZ, 4 pTO»incofit., Denton, Mas®. This is no t
B b o w n ' b B r o n c h i a l  T a o o B E B , t o r  o o n g m . a n d  o o ld i
Y E A R . How to  Make It Hews Agent: 
t D O O U U (;°o<iJ. COE X  l'OMlU, St. Loulu, Mo
GL A S S  H A L L H , Traps, Ac. Price list free. Ad- dress Great Western Gun Works, Pittsburg, Pu.
a day to Agents to sell a Household Article 
tpv7 Address B u ck e y e  M ’ Pgr C o ., Marion, Ohio$350
$7
A M O N T H —A gents W a n te d —3 0  benl
selling articles in the world ; one sample fr it .  
Address JAY BRONSON, Detroit, Mich.
A DAY to Agents oanv&sstng for the Flreald® 
V is ito r . Terms and Outfit Free, Address 
___________ P. O. yiOKERY, Augusta, Main*
if Pi/ B UC, $UN D4Y-SC$0 OL 3-;HOM£ CXHI Bl 770N $.
IgSSSBS e.T. MILLIGAN.
MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
Demonstrated best by HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL 
WORLD’S EXPOSITIONS FOR TWELVE YEARS, 
viz: at Paris, 1867; V ienna. 1873; Santiago, 1875; 
Philadelphia, 1876; Paris, 1878; and Grand Swedish 
Gold Medal, 1878. Only American Organs ever 
awarded highest hoi ors at any such. Sold for cash or 
installments. Illustrated Catalogues and Circu­
lars with new styles and pi ices. sent free. MASON & 
HAMLIN ORGAN CO., Boston, New York,or Ohicago
P a rso n s ’  P u r g a t iv e  P ills  make New Rich 
Blood, and will completely change the blood in the 
entire system m three months. Any person who will 
take i  '..ill each night from 1 to 12 weebs may be restored 
to sound health, if such a thing be possible. Sold every 
where or sent by mail for  eight letter stamps.
1. S. JOHNSON A CO.,
Bangor, Maine.
k  JM
".ft- »■ »• j C r - •
I L K  O F
AGNESI A
Cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion, 
Sour Stomach, Sick Headache.
n :y n tt
WARNER BRO’S CORSETS
received tho Highest Medal at the recen i
PARIS EXPOSITION,
over a ll Am erican com petitor*. Theii 
FLE XIB LE  HIP CORSET (120 B ones' 
Ills w ith  p erfect .ease , mid is  w a s  
ran tk p  not tn break dow n overt!’ '- dps 
T h e ir  HEALTH C pH SK Tw Jth its >o 
p rov ed  Bunt', i s  n o w  a greater favorite 
than over. Their NU KSINO CORSET fs 
the deligh t o f  every  m other.
For ra le  by all lending merchanfs.
WARNER BROS., 351Broadway, N.Y.
* 42
Daily and W eekly, Quarto,
B o s t o n ,  M a s s .
The Largost, Cheapest and Best, Family Newspape- 
in New England. Edited with special reference to the 
varied tastes and requirements of the home circle. All 
the foreign and local news published promptly.
Daily Transcript, S IO  per annum in advance.
Weekly “  j#2 “  “  “  “
(5 copies to one address,) 817.50 per 
annum in advance.
S E N D  F O R  S A M P L E  C O P Y .
T h e .
E STE Y &  CO.
BRATTLEBORO, V T .
S3P Send fop Illustrated Catalogue*
Something New for Agents wonfen
wanted jn  every village, address Box 7 8 S . Now Y o u ,
\&jj A y T T f l  Men for one year, to begin work at
SO WPS 1 O J  once. Salary fair. Business first class. 
- me V *  w v  'W* asm M o  s  i tor  G  i. ass W o k k s ,C in c in n a t i,O h io .
BIG P A Y .—With Stencil Outfits. What costs 4 cts. sells rapidly for 5 0  cts. Catalogue fr e e .  8.M.Spencer,!  12  Wash’n St.,Boston,Mass,
o f  E ngin e under
___________great variations.
Runs in ml. Largo.y ivea n, u. a. Government, etc. 
Price reduced. Hunton Governor Co., Lawrence, Mass.
UNIFORMSPEED
m m
I ln b it  &  S k in  D lssn sts . Thous.
ands cured. Lowest Prices. Do not fall 
to write. Dr.F.E Marsh,Quinoy,Mich.
A GOOD W ELL o r  $ 5 0  Is made in o r s
day with our 4  foot W ELL AUGER. Augvr 
Book free. W . GILES, St. Louis, ’Uta,
S & A S T M f t .ADDER’S PASTILLES ■by m a il . S t o w e l i . ,
Charlestown. Mac
Y O U N G  M EN
■ month. Small salary while 11
Learn Telegraphy and 
earn 8140 to S  ICO a 
learning. Situation fur- 
nished. Address R. Valentine, Manager, Janesville,Wis.
CIO V IB IN A T IO N  D inn er, B ’ k f ’ st an d  Ten/ Sets, 1(K» pieces, 8114. Fine Engraved Goblets S(1 
a doz. Ivory-handled Table Knives, $(> a doz. House 
Furnishing complete. Goods boxed free. 50-page Price 
List free. B neefot’d , Cooper Institute, N. Y. City.
S I  2 5  to  81400—factory Prices— 
highest honors—Mathusbek’s scale 
for squares— finest uprights in 
America—over 12,000 in use—regularly incorporated 
Mf’g Co.—Pianos sent on trial—48 page oatT>gt*.; fr ie . 
Mendelssohn Piano Co., 21 E. 15th Street, N. Y.
PIANOS
D r, CRAIGS K ID U E Y  CURE
T h e  G re a t R e m e d y  fo r
A ll K id n e y  D is e a s e s  !
R efer  by special permission to Rev. Dr. J. E. Rankin, 
Washington. D. 0 .; G. T. Heston, M. D., Newton, 
Bucks 0o.t P a .; John L. Roper, Esq., Norfolk, Va.; 
Dr. J. H. White, 417 Fourth Ave., New York; Dr. O. 
A. DeaD, Charlotte, N. Y . ; Hon. O. R. ParBons, pres­
ent Mayor of Rochester, N. Y. Ask your druggist. 
Send fo r  pamphlet, and address D r . C R A IG , 42 
U N IV E R S IT Y  P 1 .A IT . N E W  Y O R K .
$ 10 8 $25 Novelties
Illustrated -n  4- -C  4- by mail or
Catalogue <fc UL o i l  b  i ’  I  G C  application tc
J. H. BUFFORD’S SONS. Manufacturing Publishers, 
1 41 to 147 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass. 
Established nsarlv fifty years.
! , nfants
Has found its way into high places the world ovd', and 
Medical Journals and Physicians give it their approval. 
WOOLRICH & CO. on every label.
PROF. SCHEM’S Illustrated HISTORY OF
The War in the East,
or conflict between R ussia andTuRKF.v is the live book 
for live agents. Has 750 octavo pages.i‘25 engravings of 
Battle Scenes, Foitresses, Generals, etc., and is the 
only complete work published. Has no rival. Sells at 
sight. Price S 3 .0 0 . Terms nnequaled. Agents Want­
ed. Address H. S. GOODSPKF.D -Jt CO.. New York.
W A T E R S ’PIANOS AND ORGANS
are the best made—warranted for 6 years; and will be 
sold during this month at lower prices for cash or on 
installments than ever before otfeied. Agents wanted. 
Illustrated Catalogues mailed. HORACE WATERS A 
SONS.Manufactuiers and Dealers,40 Enstl4tliSt.,N.Y. 
Also General Agents for SHONINGER’S Celebrate! 
ORGANS, which received the TRIUMPHANT 
MEDAL of AWARD at tho PARIS EXPOSITION.
PENSIONS
A R K  P A I D  every soldier disabled In line 
of duty, by A c c id e n t  or o t h e r w is e .  A 1 
W O U N D  of any kind, loss of F I N ­
G E R , T O E  o r  K Y B , R U P T U R E ,
If but slight, or D is e a s e  o f  L U N G S . 
R O U N T Y —Discharge for Wound, Injur­
ies or Rupture, g iv e *  F U L L  B o u n t y .
L o s t  H o r s e s , O tllce rs ’  A c c o u n ts  
and a l l  W a r  C la im s  s e tt le d . R E ­
J E C T E D  C L A IM S  R E O P E N E D .
Send 25  c e n ts  for a C o p y  o f  A c t s  
o n  P E N S IO N S , B O U N T Y  A N D f 
L  A N D  C L A I M S . S e n d  s tu m p  f o r  J 
C ir c u la r s .
W M . F . C U M M IN G S  A  C O .,
D. S. CLAIM AGT’S and PATENT ATT’YS,
B o x  51M>. W a s h in g t o n . D . C .
DYKES’  BEARD ELIXIRA Wonderful Diuor-.i,. Ur.-o. I.M..V MouMuoho or IWd even on smooth fhcwiu from 2 tit out) day a. Then* cum ara from th© original, ud allow a poaltivo r*uH from iu use, It works like, magic arid never failiu No possible in jury to thaskm, ©usily applied and certain iu effect. Pkg poet-paid 25 cti.,1 for 50 ct*. L.L.8M1TU 
* Bole Ag’ to.PaiamxklU. Allolhoni •ounUri**-
AGENTS, READ T H IS !
We will pay Agents a Salary of $100 per month and 
expenses, or allow a large commission to sell cur new 
and wonderful inventions. W'e mean what we say  ^
Sample free. Address, „  .
S H E R M A N  C O „  M a rs h a ll, M ich . -
YOUR PHOTOGRAPH  
AND N A M E
on 1 doz. cards for 3 5  cts .; 2 doz. 5 0  cts. Send piotaw
to 8 . B , A R C H E R ,Troy, N. Y.
Cheapest Toy Lantern to Best Stereoptieon
MAGIC
4 ^ 6 0  V IE W S c ^  Sb ^
C a t a l o g u e  F r e e ! O u t f i t s  W a n t e d ! 
G re a t  N e e d h a m  ( T H E O .  J . H A E B A C H ,  
M u s ic a l  M a r v e l . ( 809 Filbert St., Philada.,Pa.
c u r e d f r e e T
An infallible and unexcelled remedy far 
P its, E p ilep sy  o r  t 'a i i in g  S ick n e ss  
w a rr a n te d  toeffect a speedy and P E R - 
H HSSW M A N ENT cure.
I  I  I I  “ A  fr e e  b o t t l e ”  of my 
B B renowned specific and a val-
fl fl nable Treatise sent to any
R H f i  a  sufferer sending me his 
B B N r  Post-office and Express 
address.
Dr. H. G. ROOT, 1 8 3  Pearl Street, New York.
F
T his o ld  and well* 
tr ie d  R e m e d y  has proven its value,.in all diseases from  
Im p u re  or Im p over­
ished Blood, as Scrof­
ula, Rheumatism, Ul­
cerous Sores, Mhite
Swellings, Syphilitic Nodes, Bone Diseases, etc. 
Invaluable in General Debility and diseases of 
debility o f the aged. A rich syrup, containing 
no injurious ingredients. No other Romedyhas 
received such eucomiums. bold by all Druggists.
T h e  A n tid o te  to  A lco h o l F ou n d  a t L a s t .
The Father Mathew Remedy
Is a certain and speedy cure for intemperance. It de- 
strojs all appetite for alcoholic liquors and builds up 
the nervous system. A fte r  u  d e b a u ch , o r  a n y
In tem perate  ludtilsrence, a  s in g le  te a s p o o n - 
fill w ill  re m o v e  a ll m en ta l and  pliytileal 4 e -  
p resston . It also cures every kind of Fever, Dvb-
MAKE HENS LAY.
An English Veterinary Surgeon and Chemist now 
traveling in this country, says that most of the Horse 
and Cattle Powders sold here are worthless trash. lie 
says that Sheridan’s Condition Powders are absolutely 
pure and immensely valuable. Nothing on earth will 
make hens lay like Sheridan’s Condition Powders. 
Dose one teaspoonfui to one pint food.
Sold everywhere or sent by mail fo r  eight letter stamp*, 
L S. JOHNSON A CO.,
Bangor, Maine.
QAPONIFIEE?
Is the Old Reliable Concentrated Lye
FOR FAMILY SOAP MAKING,
Directions accompanying each cantor making Hard, 
Soft and Toilet Soap q u ick ly .
IT  IS  FULL WEIGHT AND  o THENG1R.
The market is flooded with (so-called) Concentrated 
Lye, which is adulterated with salt and rosin, and won" 
make soap.
SAVE MONEY, AN D  BU T THE
O  APONIFIE frl
MADE BY THE
Pennsylvania Salt Manufg Co.,
P H II .4 D R T .P H IA .
THE SMITH I I U 1  CO.
First Established ! Most Successful!
THEIR INSTRUMENTS Lava a standard 
value in all the
LEADING MARKETS
OF THE WORLD!
Everywhere recognized as the FINEST 
IN TONE.
O V E R  8 0 , 0 0 0
Made and in use. New Designs constantly. 
Best work and lowest prices.
4S5' Send for a Catalogue.
Trrant Si, epp, Waltham Si., Boston, Mast
For Singing Schools and Choirs.
L. O. Emkrsok’s ONWARD! a new book for
Singing Schools, fully equal to any ever issued, is ready 
for use. 66 pages of instructions, 60 pages of Glees, anil 
60 pages of Sacred Music.
7 5  cents; S 7 .5 0  per dozen.
Emerron’ s Church Offering, a new book
for Choirs, contains a large and admirable collection 
of Anthems, which fit perfectly to the Episcopal Ser­
vice. but are of the best quality for any servioe. Also a 
largo number of fi ie Chants.
§  l .2 5  ; or $612 por dozen.
Emerson’s Sacred Quartettes, a n 9 w
book for Quartette Choirs, has a mostmusical collection 
of new pieces by the most popular authors, and pro­
vides about one new one for every Sabbath in the year. 
Boards !§ 2 .0 0 ; Cloth § 2 .2 5 .
C o b b ’ s  Festival Chorus Book § 1 .2 5
has a fine selection of choruses.
W. O. Perkins’ B i E Q d E l V I  is a new and 
convenient collection of hymns and tunes for Luneral 
occasions. Price 5 0  cents.
Send for catalogues containing the descriptions of 
many other excellent books for Choirs or -zinging 
Classes.
Any Booh mailed post free f o r  Retail Prim.
OLIVER DITS0N  & C 0„ Bostm .
C . II . D IT SO N  &  GO.,
8 4 3  B roadw ay, New Y  ark. 
J , E . D IT SO N  &  CO.,
9 2 2  C hestn ut 8 t . , P h ila
pepbia and Torpidity  of the Liver . Sold by all 
druggists. per Bottle. Paniphlet on “ Alcohol, its 
Effects on the numfn body, and Intemperance as a 
Diseaso,’ ’ sent free. Father Mathew Temperance 
and Manufacturing Co., 3 0  Bond St., New York. ,
C I V I L I Z A T I O N ’ S  
C ro w n in g  C on ven ien ce
is Rose’sName Writing,Fancy 
Stitching and Darning Att ach­
ment for Sewing Machines. 
Its own work is its strongest 
praise. Price S§ l . Ask a See­
ing Machine dealer. Special 
attachment for each kind of 
machine: in ordering, name 
the machine. Agen ts wanted. 
R. M. ROSE, 
SunfBuilding, New York.
and sill diseases of 
n a ry  O r-
____ ___________________ t egetoble and
prepared e x p r e s s ly  for the above diseases. It has 
cured thousands. Every bottle warranted. Send to W.
A positive remedyfor D  r o p s y  , 
the K id n e y s , B la d d e r  and 
gans. H u n t ’ s K e m e d y i ip
iw i
E. Clarke, Providence, R.I., for illustrated pamphlet.
If your druggist don’t have it, he will order it for you.
O ID rSC  THEIR HABITS. KAUNiS and 
U A m L  D l n U o ,  HOW TO SHOOT THEM.
Bv T homas A lex a n d e r , author “ Fish and Fish­
ing,” Jcc. New shooting costume; a new method of 
learning how to shoot “ on the wing,”  with improved 
Sight for the purpose; upland shooting; w ildfow l 
shooting; new decoys, to s w im , fly  and d iv e ;  
boats, stands, new Portable Blind; training the dog: 
the Rifle and its use, with new sights, <fcc. Over 50 
illustrations. The b eat book on the subject. Price 
post paid, only 20 cents. Sold by all Newsdealers, 
or address D o n n e lle y , G a sse tte  & L o y d , XU© 
Lakeside Library, Chicago. Catalogue free.
S T O V E  POLISH
F o r  B e a u ty  o f  P o lish , S a v in g  L a b o r , Clean*, 
liu ess . D u ra b ility  &  C heapness, Unequaled® 
M O R S E  B B O S ., P ro p ’ rs , C a n to n, M aas.
A G E N T S  W A N T E D  FOR T H E
ICTORIAL
HISTORYopthe world
It contains (£72 line historical engravings and 1 2 0 0  
large double-column pages, and is the most complete 
History of the World ever published. It sells at sight. 
Send for specimen pages and ex
P
Address,
terms to Agent*. 
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO . 
___________ _______Philadelphia, Pa.
T H E  L I G H T  R U N N I N G
NEW  HOME
Is the R est, L a te s t  Im p r o v e d , and most T h or*  
ou g lily  C on stru cted
Sewing Machine
e v e r  In v en ted . It is
N O IS E L E S S , and has more P O IN T S  o f  E X ­
C E L L E N C E  than all other Machines combined.
BE®'” A G E N T S  W A N T E D  in localities where we 
are not represented. |
JOHNSON, CLARK & CO.,
3 0  U nion  S q u are ,  New Y o fk ,
O ra n g e , M a ss ., P ittsb u rg , P a ., C h ica g o , IlC,,1 
S t. L o u is , M o .
Gargling Oil Liniment
Yellow  Wrapper for Animal and White for 
Human Flesh.
IS GOOD FOR
| Burns and Scalds, Sprains and Bruises, 
Chilblains, Frost Bites,Stringhalt, W indfalls 




I Sand Cracks, 
j Galls o f  all kinds,
I Sitfast, Ringbone, 
j Poll Evil, 
i Swellings, Tumors, 
| Garget in Cows,
J Cracked Teats,
I Callous, Lameness, 
J Horn Distemper,
I Crownscab, Quittor, 
I Foul Ulcers, F arcy
Foundered Feet, 











Curb, Old Sores, 
Corns, Whitlows,
Abcess o f  the Udder, Cramps, Boils
[Swelled Legs, 
I Thrush,
Weakness o f  the Tcln 
Contract) an of MuscL
Merchant’ s Gargling Oil is the standard 
| Liniment o f  the United States. Large size, 
medium, 50c ; small, 25c. Smail size for 1 
j family use, 25c. Manufactured at L ock pert, j 
I N. Y ., by Merchant’s Gargling Oil Company.
* JOHN HODGE, Sec’y.
VALEDICTORY.
D E L I V E R E D  IN PHILLIPS, MARCH, 1878.
B Y  W . H . T .
Scholars, once again I leave you,
Once again I say, farewell!
But the potency of that word 
None but those who feel may tell.
As we have been daily meeting 
In our studies to improve,
All unseen the tie that’s bound us 
In the sacred bonds of love.
And now at the thought of parting 
All our hearts will feel the pain,
And there’s nothing to console us 
But the thought we’ll meet again.
For the good will be rewarded 
With a better life above,
Where the ties are never broken 
That originate in love.
True our school has been so pleasant 
That the time seems scarce a day,
Tims with all our earthly pleasures 
They will quickly pass away.
Closely in the track of pleasure,
Sorrow follows with its train,
With the sweet there’s bitter mingled 
Iii the cup wo all must drain.
And since we cannot avoid it 
Let us meet with courage brave.
All Mie ill that’s in ouj- pathway,
As we journey toward the grave.
In the path of science striving 
For that knowledge which has power.
We shall make our lives worth living 
Adding stones to learning’s tower.
What a mighty host attends us 
In the pathway rough or plain,
For the wise will be protected 
With the force of virtues train.
Vicious minds, like fields neglected 
Soon with weeds to be o’ergrown.
Will produce a hundred vices 
For one seed that’s in them sown. 
Howe’er good the soil by nature.
Once o ’erspread with poisonous weeds, 
Needs the careful cultivator 
And the wisest choice of seeds;
E’er we reap abundant harvests 
Of the golden corn and wheat 
That the sower and the reaper 
May in joy together eat.
Had the good man known the hour 
When the enemy would come,
He with ceaseless care and watching 
Would have guarded well his home.
And the thief could not have entered 
To destroy his house or goods 
For he could with constant watching 
Have his efforts all withstood.
So our minds like guax-ded temples 
Should be watched both night and day, 
That unto our hearts no evil 
Thoughts could ever find their way.
If our hearts and minds are evil 
Quick our mouths will them betray.
For fiom their abundant fullness 
Our lips find what words to say.
From a fountain that is corrupt 
No good water can be brought 
While from one that’s always pure.
Pure wat er is always sought.
Let us sow good seed in springtime 
Watch it well, till fruit it bears,
Or while we are idly sleeping 
Enemies will scatter tares 
O’er the field in such abundance 
That our thoughts will ne’er be turned 
To the wheat that’s to be garnered,
But to tares that’s to be burned.
Seed that’s scattered by the wayside 
By the fowls will be devoured,
Or on stones ’twill lack for moisture 
Among thorns choked and destroyed. 
But if sown on ground well cared for 
Thirty-fold ’twill surely yield,
Or perchance it may be sixty 
Ora hundred through the field.
We will sow in faith believing 
That God will His promise keep,
And the whitened fields of autumn 
Will reward us when we reap.
And not like the lazy sluggard 
Plow not when the wind is cold 
Or like him we shall be begging 
Without food when we are old.
In our own minds cultivotion 
Care and caution we should use;
Read good books consult good teachers 
And their counsel ne’er refuse.
For their precepts and examples 
Give us strength from day to day 
To resist those fierce temptations,
Which surround us in our way.
If we deviate a little 
From the path that’s straight each day 
We shall Had the task grows harder 
To regain the wished for way.
At the first we think in sight of 
The plain path we’ll always keep.
But we find we have descended 
To return the way is steep.
But in wisdom’s path remaining 
Turning not to left or right 
Strength we shall be daily gaining 
Which will put our foes to flight.
Gird on then the armor firmly,
And resist in every form 
Vice, intemperance and folly,
For their fruits are constant harm. 
Grapes from thorns men do not gather, 
Figs the thistle will not bear,
And ’tisby their fruits ye know them.
And determine what they are.
Though its foliage be pleasant,
And its flowers of fragrance rare,
Yet to judge of its true merit 
Wait and see what fruit 'twill bear. 
Though its outward form may charm with 
Dazzling pictures of delight,
Yet its fruit may be as poison 
As the serpents fatal bite,
Since we all need recreation,
And amusement let us find 
'Mong the multitude presented.
What will best content our mind.
And not waste our time and money 
Health and strength and nothing gain, 
But that momentary pleasure 
Whose fruit surely will be pain.
In the choice of your companions 
This one proverb bear in mind 
That among the feathered songsters 
In one flock there’s but one kind,
So among the feebler insects 
The same kind together creep.
And to judge o f  man or woman 
Know the company they keep.
Be not easily offended,
Let your lives and actions show 
That the wraters of deep rivers 
Smoothly to the ocean flow.
If perchance a friend rebuke you 
It but proves his faithful love;
If an enemy should kiss you,
Still deceitful he would prove.
Cling to truth, and bind it closely 
On the tablet of your heart.
All its bright examples practice,
From its precepts ne’er depart.
Take the Bible for your compass,
And you’ll land in Heaven at last. 
Where tlte wicked cease from troubling 
And the weary are at rest.
Seek the pearl of priceless value,
Seek it early in your youth 
That your feet may e’er be guided 
By the light of Heavenly Truth 
Ask of Him the Heavenly Shepherd 
For this Pearl of price untold 
And when He His lambs shall gather 
You shall be within the fold.
Thoughts.
Let us live happily then, not hating 
those who hate us.
What ye do not wish done to your­
selves do not do to others.
True happiness cost but little; if it 
l>e dear it is not o f good quality.
Never trouble yourself with trifles 
and soon all will appear a trifle.
Many are willing- enough to wound 
who are yet afraid to strike.
If the blind lead the blind, the two 
shall go into the ditch together.
The imagination is of so delicate a 
texture that even words wound it.
The man who fails in business but 
continues to live in luxury is a thief.
Wrong none by doing injuries, or 
orniting the benefits that are vour 
duty.
Communications.
Mr Editor :— The article “ Human 
Influence” by I. A . H ., which ap­
peared in the columns o f the P h o n o ­
g r a p h  o f late, touched upon the phil­
osophical idea o f the displacement of 
every particle of water in the expan­
sive oceau, by the trifling act of drop­
ping the little pebble into its vast 
bosom. Furtive indeed was the 
mind that grasped and handed forth 
to a thoughtful world, such an idea of 
the intricate and sympathetic con­
nection of the vast bodies o f our 
universe. When we consider that the 
same law governs the atmosphere 
which surrounds our globe, as well as 
all mind that inhabits and controls its 
interest, then may we with awe ask, 
Where shall influence end? As the 
tiny pebble performs its great work in 
the vast ocean, so may the silent 
breath go forth with ever increasing 
wavelets, until it has set in motion 
every particle o f the etherial invisible 
atmosphere that surrounds our globe. 
And mind,the grandest element of G od’s 
creation is never at rest, but ever dis- 
disturbing and disturbed by every 
other mind in the. great world o f  
mind, as part “ o f one stupendous 
whole.”  And even though so silent, 
so inclosed in its little sanctum, ap­
parently is bounding forth to touch 
the brain o f some other soul, and min­
gle in the great world o f thought, we 
know not where. Thus mind is ever 
operating upon mind, and soul upon 
soul and must continue to,till the wisest, 
the purest, and the best thought that 
has ever moved the holiest angel shall 
have reached the humble habitation 
o f every benighted soul, and enlight­
ened and purified until fitted for the 
Master’s use. * And to this end, 
should we not set to our lips an extra 
sentinel that we let not pass one un­
kind, unholy word, to disturb the other­
wise peaceful elements. Light, knowl­
edge and truth are the world’s re­
formers and savior, and until ignorance 
and evil in us are overcome, o f truth 
and good, we ’ must expect to see a 
similar condition to the present exist.
Influence. What a power ! In thine 
eternal grasp are held families, neigh­
borhoods, States and nations. The 
smallest number and the greatest num­
ber are held in thy potent grasp, and 
it behooves every friend o f humanity 
to look well to the influence with 
which he is surrounded, and es­
pecially to that which he may be ex­
erting upon others. A  look, a word, 
an act may cause to rise or fall a 
noble soul. Then should not our 
home circles, our social gatherings,our 
places of business and our Legislative 
halls become purer, that a more health­
ful influence may permeate every av­
enue in society. Influence will never 
end. O b s e r v e r .
LETTER FROM PERKINS PLANTATION.
Having occasion to ride from Bean’s 
Corner to this place, a short time since, 
we were struck with the beauty o f the 
scenery along the route. One would 
naturaly think that to reach this 
place from our starting point that 
many bad hills would have to be 
crossed, but it is not so, for the main 
road winds in and out among the 
hills is such a way, that it is as 
level a piece of road as one will usualy 
find. The trees are gorgeous in their 
autumn array ; here a scarlet maple 
stands ; by her side a dark green pine or 
spruce ; there a russet ash stands in 
its autumn garb, all together forming 
a scene worthy o f  an artist’ s brush. 
About noon we arrived at the place 
which is to be our boadring place for 
a few weeks. After dinner we start 
off in search o f a school committee 
man with whom we have some busi­
ness. A  house on a high hill is pointed 
out as the home of the nearest one, 
and we begin to climb until we think 
if we get much higher me shall be 
able to look over Old Blue, which is 
about two miles away on our right. 
M y companion remarks that a bal­
loon would be a comfortable thing to 
travel these regions in. Just then we 
come to the house we are in search 
o f ; entering the house we find a nice 
organ in the cosy sitting room and 
many other marks of refinement and 
taste, proving that life among these 
hills may be as pleasant as elsewhere. 
Monday morning we commence school 
with about a dozen scholars ; all boys 
hut one. W e move that this district 
adopt some girls, or there will be a 
fearful crop o f old bachelors, unless 
the boys do as the one did in the nur­
sery rh}rme, “ go to London to buy a 
wife.” '
There are some good farms here and 
some o f the tramps who are starving 
and stealing through thecouutry would 
do well to come here and go to work 
and raise their own bread.
The Sunday after our arrival here we 
went to church at Weld village, one 
o f the prettiest places o f its size in the 
state. The preaching was first class, 
and the congregation made up of 
smart and intelligent looking people.
I. A. H.
S . L. B A LK A M ,
Strong, “ “ Maine,
M edicines! Chemicals!
Patent Medicines, A<*.
— A L S O —
Surgical & Dental Instruments,
Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes.
Perfumery, Fancy and Toilet Articles, Etc.
17
85FTT have also on hand a large stock of Dry 




Next to Barden House,
PHillipa, Mnino.
Clean Towel and plenty bay JtHL’va.XXX 
for every customer. *52
Photograph Rooms
— o----
^U“ I would announce to the public that I 
am doing a thriving business at the rooms for­
merly occupied by E. O. Merrill, and would be 
pleased to meet those desiring pictures of any 
description. Copying old and faded Pictures 
a specialty. All are invited to call and exam­
ine specimens of work.
X I .  X j . n o t o e r t s ,
Main Street, Farmington, Maine,
E N T I S T R Y !
I can be found at Dr. KIMBALL’S 
office, Beal Block, Phillips, Oct. 22d, 
1878, for three weeks, when 1 shall be 
pleased to see all in need of 
Dontal Worlx.
E. A. WILLIAMS. 
t® ” Remember the time and place.




OF F U IIjIiIFS.
----o----
Business H ours :—10 a. m. to 12 m. l to 3 
p. m.
N. B. B e a l , Prest. | J. E. T h o m p s o n , Cashier. 
Beal Block, Phillips, Me.
Barden House.
|28?"The Barden House, Phillips, Me., is too 
well known to require comment. Square 
meals, and good, clean and comfortable lodg­
ings, for both man and beast, are always in 
readiness, at low prices. Board, from SI to $2 
per day. SAMUEL FARMER, Prop'r, alse pro­
prietor of Stage Route to Rangeley. Private 
Teams always in readiness at moderate prices.
W. HUNTER, M. D ,
Physician! Surgeon
Strong, Maine,
i3. s a w y p :h7  
Attorney § Counselor at Law, 
Office in Beal Block,
Phillips, Me., Sept. 14,1878.
D. H. TOOTHAKER” -
Dealer in
DRY GOODS & GROCERIES,
5 Beal Block, Phillips, where
G ood Goods at Low Prices
2 is the order of the day.
Farmington, IVEe.,
G. A. FLETCHER, Propr.
----  26
d f  'Free Coach to and from the Depot,
F. A. KIMBALL, M.D,
Physician! Surgeon
Office in Beale Block,
Phillips, Maine.
W . M. CHANDLER,
B L A C K S M I T H !
Fliillipsi, IVEalno.
Particular attention paid to Interfering and 
Over-reaching, also to Edge Tool work.
G. W . Y O U N G  At CO.,
Dealers in
Dry Goods, Groceries, Corn,
FLOUR, CROCKERY, HARDWARE, &c.
N.B.-Tourlsts will find everything In Canned 
Goods and general Camping Supplies. Goods 
always fresh, and best the markets afford. 
Rangeley, Maine. *
3 3  T .  F  A m t E X l ,
Phillips, - - Maine.
Watchmaker and Jeweler !
AND D E A L E R  IN
Watolios tfc Cloclxs.
tSTTte pal ring Fine Watches a specialty. Over 
25 years experience. Watch Cases polished 
without extra charge.
Mil l in e r y  a n d  f a n c y  goods, at theIjowost Fricos,At Mrs. M. J. BURNS’,
Main Street. 13 Farmington. Me.
E. M. ROBINSON,
D EALER INFURNITURE
Has Constantly On Hand
Coffins and Caskets,
—ALSO—




Picture Frames at Reduced Prices, 
Writing Desks, Albums, 
Stereoscopic View Holders, 
Brackets and Card Baskets.
FRENCH CHAMBER SETS
CHEAP FOR CASH.
Call and see for yourselves. All orders for
SSifi’ ii  P a in t in g * ,”
Promptly attended to.
E. M. ROBINSON,
No. 3 Beal Block, Phillips, Me.




The Highest Shipping Prices
Will be Paid.
Flour, Grain, Salt, Lime, Nails, 
Cement, Lead, Paints and 
Oils, Groceries, &c.,
As Low as the Lowest.
Please call and examine my stock before 
purchasing elsewhere.
H. W . LOWELL,
13 West Farmington, Me.
Sept 10th, 1878. ___________ ______________
“ FROM STEAM to PADDLE,”
Stereoscopic Views
Illustrating the route from the Maine Central 
Railroad at Farmington, through Stropg, 
Phillips and Madrid to the
Rangeley Lakes,
Embracing all the chief points of Interest- 
Landscapes, Lakes, Hotels, Steamers. 
Published and for sale by HARRY P. DILL, 
Phillips, Me. Send for list.
DILL’S SURVEY of the RANGELY LAKES,
Size, 24x34.
Price, in Covers, 75 cts. | Plain, 50 cts
Address, HARRY P. DILL, Phillips, Me.
E. .A.. W I L L ,
Dealer in
WATCHES, CLOCKS
O p t i c a l  Goods !
W a t c h  R e p a ir in g  a  S p e c ia l t y .
No. 3 Beal Block, 52 Phillips, Maine.
Beal Sl Worthlev,
D E A L E R S  IN
Drugs, Gent’s Furnish’g Goods, 
Ready Made Clothing.
— ALSO —
ZZats, Caps db Furs.
Our custom department is under the charge of
Henry W. True,
who guarantees a perfect fit in all the “ Nobby” 
Styles of the day. A full line of
WOOLENS AND TRIMMINGS 
Constantly on Hand.





Jtleticules, Umbrellas & Carriage Trim­
mings.




PORTLAND, - - MAINE.
fS^Prom pt attention given to all business 
sent from Franklin County. Practice in all 
the courts of the State, and special attention 
given to practice in the United States Courts.
E l m w o o d  H o u s e ,
E. D. P R E S C O T T , Proprietor,
Board, $1.00 to $1.50 per day.
Phillips, Me.______  __________________ *18
•Tn*. Morrison, .Tr.,
Attorney a t L a w ,
Phillips, - - . Maine.
P H O N O G R A P H
NEW SPAPER
— A N D —
PRINTING
O F1 F 1 C E ,
Over tlio Fo»t Offloo,
Phillips, Maine.
tST" Hav’ing Just Fitted Up
New and Nice!
With an experience o f Eleven Years, as J« o 
Printer, etc., we feel confident that 
we can give as
GOOD ATISFACTIGN
— IN —
W ork and Prices
— A S - -
“ ANY OTHER MAN. ’
We are prepared to do the
HEAVIEST Vi ORE
— A N D —
The Most Delicite,




or Visiting C ard s!
- I N —
T H E  H I G H E S T  S T Y L E  OF T H E  A H T !
— A T —
BO TTO M  PRICES
A Specialty.
$S'~Araong the various kinds of work we 
can guarantee satisfaction upon, may be men­
tioned—
MAMMOTH POSTERS! £L. 
Show Bills! lOsfetc2"24
T jn d  r r o r a  *,IS^  inches, Bl«x20,
U O Q g e r b  ( 10x28, etc,, etc., etc.





131 l Warrantee, Quit Claim and Mort-
D id U & b  / gage D eeds; Bends, Bills o f Sale, 







A C . ,
A First Class Assortment
—OF—
And For Sale at All Times.
OllU*o Ovor Powt Offloo. 
F I I I I j I j I F S ,  3VT3E2.
